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PREFACE
The

theoretical

work

herein presented

was developed while the

writer was at Princeton University in 1912-13, the basis of the calcu-

assumption

lations being the

that,

if

nitrocellulose smokeless

were employed

as propellant in a rocket,

proposition.

was continued, from June,

powder

under such conditions as
are here explained, an efficiency of 50 per cent might be expected.
Actual experimental investigations were not undertaken until
191 5-1 6, at which time the tests concerning ordinary rockets, steel
chambers and nozzles, and trials in vacuo, were performed at Clark
University. The original calculations were then repeated, using the
data from these experiments, and both the theoretical and experimental results were submitted, in manuscript, to the Smithsonian
Institution, in December, 1916. This manuscript is here presented in
the original form, save for the notes at the end which are now added.
A grant of $5,000 from the Hodgkins Fund, Smithsonian Institution, under which work is being done at present, was advanced toward
the development of a reloading, or multiple-charge rocket, herein
explained in principle, and this work was begun at the Worcester
Polytechnic Institute in 191 7, and was later undertaken as a war
It

up to very nearly
Wilson Observatory
of Washington, where most of the experi1918,

the time of signing of the armistice, at the Mt.

of the Carnegie Institution

mental results were obtained.
In connection with the present publication,

I

take pleasure in

thanking Dr. A. G. Webster for the facilities of the shop and laboratory at Clark University, used in the preliminary experiments herein
described.

I also

take this opportunity of expressing

the Smithsonian Institution, for

its

my

gratitude to

support and encouragement in

the later work.

Robert H. Goddard.
Clark College,
Worcester, Massachusetts,

May

26, 1919.
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OUTLINE

A

search for methods of raising recording apparatus beyond the

range for sounding balloons (about 20 miles) led the writer to
develop a theory of rocket action, in general (pp. 6 to 11), taking
into account air resistance and gravity. The problem was to deter-

mine the minimum initial mass of an ideal rocket necessary, in order
that on continuous loss of mass, a final mass of one pound would
remain, at any desired altitude.
An approximate method was found necessary, in solving this problem ^pp. 10 to 11), in order to avoid an unsolved problem in the
Calculus of Variations. The solution that was obtained revealed
the fact that surprisingly small initial masses would be necessary
(table VII, p. 46) provided the gases were ejected from the rocket at
a high velocity, and also provided that fnost of the rocket consisted of
propellant material.

The reason

for this

is,

very

briefly, that the

velocity enters exponentially in the expression for the initial mass.

Thus

if

the velocity of the ejected gases be increased five fold, for

example, the

reduced

initial

to the fifth

simple calculation,

mass necessary

to reach a given height will be

root of that required for the lesser velocity.
p. 50,

shows

at

(A

once the effectiveness of a rocket

apparatus of high efficiency.)

perform certain experiments First,
inefficient an ordinary rocket is,
and secondly, to determine to what extent the efficiency could be
increased in a rocket of new design. The term " efficiency " here
means the ratio of the kinetic energy of the expelled gases to the heat
energy of the powder, the kinetic energy being calculated from the
average velocity of ejection, which was obtained indirectly by observations on the recoil of the rocket.
It was found that not only does the powder in an ordinary rocket
constitute but a small fraction of the total mass (^ or J), but that,
It

was

o'bviously desirable to

with the object of finding just

furthermore, the efficiency

is

:

how

only 2 per cent, the average velocity of

ejection being about 1,000 ft./sec. (table

I,

p. 12).

This was true
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even in the case of the Coston ship rocket, which was found to have a
range of a quarter of a mile.

Experiments were next performed with the object of increasing
Charges of dense
the average velocity of ejection of the gases.
(fig. 2, p. 13),
chambers
steel
smokeless powder were fired in strong
nozzles, the
tapered
these chambers being provided with smooth
the gases,
of
object of which was to obtain the work of expansion
efficiencies
and
much as is done in the De Laval steam turbine. The
velocities obtained in this way were remarkably high (table II, p. 15),
the highest efficiency, or rather " duty," being over 64 per cent, and
the highest average velocity of ejection being slightly under 8,000

ft./sec,

which exceeds any velocity hitherto attained by matter

in

appreciable amounts.

These velocities were proved to be real velocities, and not merely
due to reaction against the air, by firing the same steel chambers in vacuo, and observing the recoil. The velocities obtained in
this way were not much different from those obtained in air table III,
effects

(

P-30)It will

be evident that a heavy steel chamber, such as was used in

the above-mentioned experiments, could not compete with the ordi-

nary rocket, even with the high velocities which were obtained. If,
however, successive charges were fired in the same chamber, much as
gun, most of the mass of the rocket could consist of
and the superiority over the ordinary rocket could be
Such reloading mechanisms, together with
increased enormously.
what is termed a " primary and secondary " rocket principle, are the
subject of certain United States Letters Patent (p. 6). Inasmuch
as these two features are self-evidently operative, it was not considered necessary to perform experiments concerning them, in order
to be certain of the practicability of the general method.
in a rapid fire

propellant,

Regarding the heights that could be reached by the above method
an application of the theory to Cases which the experiments show
must be realizable in practice indicates that a mass of one pound
could be elevated to altitudes of 35, y2, and 232 miles by employing
;

masses of from 3.6 to 12.6, from 5.1 to 24.3, and from 9.8 to
If a device of the
89.6 pounds, respectively (table VII, p. 46).
Coston ship rocket type were used instead, the initial masses would
be of the order of magnitude of those above, raised to the 2/th pozver.
initial

It should be understood that if the mass of the recording instruments alone w^ere one pound, the entire final mass would be 3 or 4

pounds.
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Regarding the

possibility of recovering apparatus

calculations (pp. 51 and 53)
will be short,

show

3

upon

its

return,

that the times of ascent and descent

and that a small parachute should be

sufficient to

ensure safe landing.
Calculations indicate, further (pp. 54 to 57), that with a rocket of
high efficiency, consisting chiefly of propellant material, it should be
possible to send small masses even to such great distances as to escape

the earth's attraction.

In conclusion,

it is

believed that not only has a

method of reaching high

altitudes been

shown

new and

valuable

to be operative in

theory, but that the experiments herein described settle all the points

upon which there could be reasonable doubt.

The following
Part

I.

Part

II.

Part

III.

discussion

is

divided into three parts

:

Theory.
Experiments.
Calculations, based

mental

upon the theory and the experi-

results.

IMPORTANCE OF THE SUBJECT
The greatest altitude at which soundings of the atmosphere have
been made by balloons, namely, about 20 miles, is but a small fraction
of the height to which the atmosphere

supposed to extend. In
fact, the most interesting, and in some ways the most important, part
of the atmosphere lies in this unexplored region a means of exploris

;

ing which has, up to the present, not seriously been suggested.

A

few of the more important matters

to be investigated in this

region are the following: the density, chemical constitution, and

temperature of the atmosphere, as well as the height to which

it

Other problems are the nature of the aurora, and (with
apparatus held by gyroscopes in a fixed direction in space) the nature
of the a, /3, and y radioactive rays from matter in the sun as well as
the ultra-violet spectrum of this body.
Speculations have been made as to the nature of the upper atmosphere those by Wegener ^ being, perhaps, the most plausible. By
estimating the temperature and percentage composition of the gases
extends.

—

present in the atmosphere,

Wegener

calculates the partial pressures

of the constituent gases, and concludes that there are four rather
distinct regions or spheres of the

atmosphere

in

which certain gases

predominate the troposphere, in which are the clouds the stratothe hydrogen sphere
sphere, predominatingly nitrogen
and the
:

;

;

^A. Wegener.

Phys. Zeitschr.

12, pp.

;

170-178; 214-222. loii.
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This highest sphere appears to consist essenof ait element, " geocoronium," a gas undiscovered at the sur-

geocoronium sphere.
tially

face of the earth, having a spectrum which
557/X|ti,

gas

is

is

the single aurora

line,

and being 0.4 as heavy as hydrogen. The existence of such a
in agreement with Nicholson's theory of the atom, and its

investigation would, of course, be a matter of considerable importance

astronomy and physics as well as to meteorology. It is of interest,
that the greatest altitude attained by sounding balloons
extends but one-third through the second region, or stratosphere.

to

to note

No instruments
discussed, but

it

problem of small
desired altitudes.

for obtaining data at these high altitudes are herein

will be at once evident that their construction is
difficulty

a

compared with the attainment of the
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A METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES
By

ROBERT

H.

GODDARD

PART I. THEORY
METHOD TO BE EMPLOYED
It is possible to obtain a suggestion as to the method that must be
employed from the fundamental principles of mechanics, together

We

with a consideration of the conditions of the problem.

are at

once limited to an apparatus which reacts against matter, this matter
being carried by the apparatus in question.

Fo'r the entire

system

we must have First, action in accordance with Newton's Third Law
of Motion and, secondly, energy supplied from some source or
sources must be used to give kinetic and potential energy to the
:

;

apparatus that is being raised kinetic energy to the matter which,
by reaction, produces the desired motion of the apparatus and also
sufficient energy to overcome air resistance.
We are at once limited, since sub-atomic energy is not available,
to a means of propulsion in which jets of gas are employed. This
First the matter
will be evident from the following consideration
which, by its being ejected furnishes the necessary reaction, must
;

;

:

;

be taken with the apparatus in reasonably small amounts.

Secondly,

energy must be taken with the apparatus in as large amounts as possible.
Now, inasmuch as the maximum amount of energy associated
with the minimum amount of matter occurs with chemical energy,
both the matter and the energy for reaction must be supplied by a
substance which, on burning or exploding, liberates a large amount
of energy, and permits the ejection of the products that are formed.

An

powder, which furnishes a

ideal substance is evidently smokeless

large

amount of energy, but does not explode with such violence

as

to be uncontrollable.

The apparatus must obviously be constructed on
the rocket.

can

An

rise to but a

the principle of

ordinary rocket, however, of reasonably small bulk,

very limited altitude.

This

is

part of the rocket that furnishes the energy
fraction of the total

mass of the rocket

;

due to the fact that the
is

but a rather small

and also to the fact that
kinetic energy of the mass

only a part of this energy is converted into
which is expelled. It will be expected, then, that the ordinary rocket
Experiments will be described below
is an inefficient heat engine.
which show that this is true to a surprising degree.

:
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the application of several

an efficiency manyfold

principles,

greater than that of the ordinary rocket

possible

is

;

demonstrations of which will also be described below.

some value

these principles are of
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experimental

Inasmuch

as

for military purposes, the writer

has protected himself, as well as aerological science in America, by
certain United States Letters Patent

of which the following have

;

already been issued
1,102,653
1,103,503

1,191,299
1,194,496.

The principles concerning efficiency are essentially three in number.
The first concerns thermodynamic efficiency, and is the use of
a smooth nozzle, of proper length and taper, through which the
gaseous products of combustion are discharged. By this means the

work of expansion of
complete combustion

The second

the gases
is

is

principle

is

embodied

large mass of explosive material
strong-,

obtained as kinetic energy, and also

ensured.

combustion chamber.

is

in a reloading device,

used, a

little

whereby a

at a time, in a small,

This enables high chamber pressures

to be employed, impossible in an ordinary paper rocket,

and

also

permits most of the mass of the rocket to consist of propellant
material.

The third principle consists in the employment of a primary and
secondary rocket apparatus, the secondary (a copy in minature of
the primary) being fired when the primary has reached the upper
This

limit of its flight.

States Patent No.

By

this

means

i,

is

most clearly shown,

United

the large ratio of propellant material to total

is

kept sensibly the same during the entire

is

obviously serviceable only

be reached.

in principle, in

102,653.

flight.

This

mass

last principle

when the most extreme altitudes are to
damage when the discarded casings

In order to avoid

reach the ground, each should be

fitted

with a parachute device, as

explained in United States Patent No. 1,191,299.
Experiments will be described below which show that, by application of the

above principles,

it is

possible to convert the rocket

a very inefficient heat engine into the

most

efficient

ever has been devised.

from

heat engine that
•

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Before describing the experiments that have been performed, it
be well to deduce the theorv of rocket action in general, in order

will

Nf).

to

Ml'nilOl)

2

show

OF KEACIIlNr, KXTRKMI': ALTITUDES

the tremendous importance of efficiency in the attainment of

A

very high altitudes.

statement of the problem will therefore be

made, which will lead to the differential equation of the motion. An
approximate solution of this equation will be made for the initial
mass required to raise a mass of one pound to any desired altitude,
when said initial mass is a minimum.

Fig.

A

particular

form of

I.

ideal rocket

is

chosen for the discussion as

being very amenable to theoretical treatment, and at the same time

embodying

all

of the essential points of the practical apparatus.

Referring to figure

i,

a mass H, weighing one pound

is

to be raised

by a rocket formed of a
cone, P. of propellant material, surrounded by a casing K.
The

as high as possible in a vertical direction

'

See note lo at end of paper.

^
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material

P

downward with

expelled

is

a constant velocity,

further supposed that the casing, K, drops
propellant material

remains plane.

P

VOL. Jl

c.

It is

away continuously

as the

burns, so that the base of the rocket always

be seen that this approximates to the case of

It will

a rocket in which the casing and firing chamber of a primary rocket

are discarded after the magazine has been exhausted of cartridges,
as well as to the case in which cartridge shells are ejected as fast as

the cartridges are fired.

Let us

call

M = the initial mass of the rocket,
m = the mass that has been ejected up to the time,
v = the velocity of the rocket, at time

t,

t,

c = the velocity of ejection of the mass expelled,
R = the force, in absolute units, due to air resistance,

g=the

acceleration of gravity,

dm = the mass expelled

during the time dt,
k = the constant fraction of the mass dm that consists of casing
K, expelled with zero velocity relative to the remainder of
the rocket, and
dv = the increment of velocity given the remaining mass of the
rocket.

The

differential equation for this ideal rocket will

be the analytical

statement of Newton's Third Law, obtained by equating the

tum at

a time

t

to that at the time

t

+ dt, plus the impulse

momen-

of the forces

of air resistance and gravity,

(M-m)v=:dm(i-k) (v-c) +vkdm
+ (M-m-dm)(v + dv) + [R + g(M-m)]dt.
If

we neglect terms

of the second order, this equation reduces to

c(i-k)dmi=(M-m)dv+[R + g(M-m)]dt.

A

check upon the correctness of this equation

(i)

may be had from

the analytical expression for the Co'nservation of Energy, obtained by

equating the heat energy evolved by the burning
propellant,

dm(i— k),

o'f

the

mass of

to'the additional kinetic energy of the system

produced by this mass plus the work done against gravity and air
resistance during the time dt. The equation thus derived is found to
be identical with equation (i).

REDUCTION OF EQUATION TO THE SIMPLEST FOR^I
In the most general case,

simply expressed when

in

it will be found that R and g are most
terms of v and s. In particular, the

I
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quantity R, the air resistance of the rocket at time

t,

9

depends not only

upon the density of the air and the velocity of the rocket, but also
upon the cross section, S, at the time t. The cross section, S, should
obviously be as small as possible and this condition will be satisfied
at all times, provided it is the following function of the mass of the
;

(M — m),

rocket

S = A(M-m)S

where

A is a constant of proportionality.

(2)

This condition

is

evidently

Equation (2) expresses the
fact that the shape of the rocket apparatus is at all times similar to
the shape at the start or, expressed differently, S must vary as the
square of the linear dimensions, whereas the mass (M — m) varies as
the cube. Provision that this condition may approximately be fulfilled is contained in the principle of primary and secondary rockets.

by the ideal rocket, figure

satisfied

i.

;

The resistance, R, may be taken as independent of the length of
the rocket by neglecting " skin friction." For velocities exceeding
that of
is

sound

this is entirely permissible,

provided the cross section

greatest at the head of the apparatus, as

shown

in

United States

Patent No. 1,102,653.

The
in

quantities R, g,

and

terms of the altitude

s,

v,

are evidently expressible most simply

provided the cross-section S

is

also so

expressed, giving, in place of equation (i)

c(i-k)dm=(M-m)dv + ~-^[R(s)+g(s)(M-m)]ds.
v(^s

RIGOROUS SOLUTION FOR MINIMUM
IMPOSSIBLE
The

success of the

using an

initial

method depends

mass, M,

entirely

M AT PRESENT
upon the

of explosive material that
the same

amounts to
the mass ejected up to the time
ticably large.

It

ditions for the existence of a

(3)

J

possibility of

is

thing, of course, if

t (i. e., m) must be a
minimum being involved

not imprac-

we

say that

minimum, conin the integra-

tion of the equation of motion.

That a minimum mass, m,

exists

when

a required mass

is

to

be

given an assigned upward velocity at a given altitude is evident
from the following consideration If at any intermediate

intuitively

altitude, the velocity of ascent

:

,

be very great, the air resistance

R

(depending upon the square of the velocity) will also be great. On
the other hand, if the velocity of ascent be very small, force will be
required to overcome gravity for a long period of time. In both
cases the mass necessary to be expelled will be excessively large.

-
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Evidently, then, the velocity of ascent must have some special value
at each point of the ascent. In other words it is necessary to determine an unknown function f (s), defined by

v = f(s),
such that

m

IS

a

minimum.

It is possible to

put

f

(s)

and

^^' ds

in place of

v and dv, in equa-

and to obtain m by integration. But in order that m
be a minimum, 8m must be put equal to zero, and the function
tion (3),

f

(s)

procedure necessary for this determination pre-

The
new and unsolved problem

determined.
sents a

shall

in the Calculus of Variations.

SOLUTION OF THE MINIMUM PROBLEM BY AN APPROXIMATE

METHOD
In order to obtain a solution that will be sufficiently exact to show
same time avoid the

the possibilities of the method, and will at the
difficulties

involved in the employment of the rigorous method just

described, use
into a large

may

made

be

number

quantities R, g,

of the fact that

if

of parts, let us say, n,

and also the acceleration,

we divide the altitude
we may consider the

to be constant

over each

interval.
If

we denote by
we shall

interval,

a the constant acceleration defined by v = at in any
have, in place of the equation of motion (3), a
and t, as follows

linear equation of the first order in

m

:

dm^ (M-m)(a-Fg)+R
c(i-k)

dt

the solution of which, on multiplying and dividing the right

number

by(a + g),is

-^^*

_M(a + g)+R
a+g
M(a
+ g)+R
St^
_e c(i-k)
a+

m:

•^-'•(c(^^))<"+^:
a+g
gcd-k)

+C

l

where C

is

an arbitrary constant.
is at once determined as

This constant

must equal zero when

We

t

—i

from the

fact that

m

= o.

then have
a +g

m=

(M-f^

~
a+g

I— e

c(i-k)

-

t

(5)

This equation applies, of course, to each interval, R, g, and
being considered constant. We may make a further simplification

a.
if,

METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES
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for each interval,

quired

mass

when

at the

we determine what

the iinal

mass

total initial

mass,

M, would

he re-

The

initial

in the interval is one pound.

beginning of the

'"''

initial

first interval,

or

II

what may be

called the

mass," required to propel the apparatus through the n

intervals will then be the product of the

n quantities obtained

in this

way.
If

we thus place the final mass (M — m), in any interval equal to
we have M = m+i and when this relation is used in equation
we have for the mass at the beginning of the interval in question

unity,

(5),

M=

a+g
/
T?
-^re^^^-i^)

^

\

a+g

-ij+e'^^'-k>

(6)

.

Now the initial mass that would be required to give the one pound
mass the same velocity at the end of the interval, if R and g had both
been sero, is, from (6)

M = ecT^^k).
The

(7)

to equation (7) is a measure of the
mass that is required for overcoming the two resistances,
R and g and when this ratio is least, we know that is a minimum
for the interval in question. The " total initial mass " required to
raise one pound to any desired altitude may thus be had as the product
of the minimum M's for each interval, obtained in this way.
From equations (6) and (7) we see at once the importance of
high efficiency, if the " total initial mass " is to be reduced to a
^minimum. Consider the exponent of e. The quantities a, g and t
depend upon the particular ascent that is to be made, whereas
c(i— k) depends entirely upon the efficiency o'f the rocket, c being
the velocit}^ of expulsion of the gases, and k, the fraction of the
entire mass that consists of loading and firing mechanism, and of
magazine. In order to see the importance of making c(i— k) as
Then
large as possible, suppose that it were decreased tenfold.
ratio of equation (6)

additional
;

a+g
ec(i-k)

^

M

would be raised to the loth poiver, in other words, the
mass for each interval would be the original value multiplied by

itself ten times.
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EXPERIMENTS

EFFICIENCY OF ORDINARY ROCKET
The average

from two
pendulum.
The smaller rockets, C, plate i, figure i, averaged 120 grams, with a
powder charge of 23 grams and the larger, S, the well-known Coston
ship rocket, weighed 640 grams, with a powder charge of 130 grams.
Plate I, figure 2, shows the rockets as compared with a yardstick, Y.
The ballistic pendulum, plate 2, figures i and 2, was a massive
compound pendulum weighing 70.64 Kg. (155 lbs.) with a half
period of 4.4 seconds large compared with the duration of discharge
of the rockets.
The efficiencies were obtained from the average
velocity of ejection of the gases, found by the usual ballistic pendulum
method, together with the heat value of the powder of the rockets,
obtained by a bomb calorimeter for the writer by a Worcester chemist.
The results of these experiments are given in the following table
sizes of

velocity of ejection of the gases expelled

ordinary rocket were determined by a

ballistic

;

;

:

Table
Type of rocket

Mean

Efficiency

Common.

I

Coston ship.

1.86%

957.6 ft./sec.

2.21%

1029.25 ft./sec.

1.75%
2.27
2.62

be seen from the above table that the efficiency of the

ordinary rocket

and

Velocity corresponding to mean efficiency

2.54%
1.45
1.49
1.95

It will

efficiency

slightly

is

more

close to 2 per cent "

;

slightly less for the smaller,

for the larger, rockets

velocity of the ejected gases

is

;

and

also that the average

of the order of 1,000 ft./sec.

It

was

found by experiment that a Coston ship rocket, lightened to 510
grams by the removal of the red fire, had a range of a quarter of a
mile, the highest point of the trajectory being slightly under 490 feet.
A range as large as this is rather remarkable in view of the surprisingly small efficiency of this rocket.
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EXPERIMENTS IN AIR WITH SMALL STEEL CHAMBERS
An apparatus was next constructed, with a view to increasing the
efficiency,

embodying' three radical changes, namely, the use of

smokeless powder, of

much higher

heat value than the black powder

employed in ordinary rockets the use of a strong steel chamber, to
permit employment of high pressures and the use of a tapered
nozzle, similar to a steam turbine nozzle, to make available the work
;

;

of expansion.

Two

chamber were used, one ^ inch diameter, and one
The inside and outside diameters of the smaller
chamber, figure 2(a), were, respectively, 1.28 cm. and 3.63 cm. The
I

sizes of

inch diameter.

Fig. 2.

was of 8 degrees taper, and was
adapted to permit the use of two extensions of different lengths. The

nozzle, polished until very smooth,

length of the chamber, as the distance

1

in the figure will

be called,

could be altered by putting in or removing cylindrical tempered steel
plugs of various lengths, held in place by the breech block.
figure 3,

is

Plate

a photograph of the chamber, with the no'zzle of

2,

medium

Plate 2, figure 4, shows the same, taken apart;
and figure 5 shows the chamber with the medium nozzle replaced
by the long nozzle.
Two small chambers were used, practically identical in all respects
one of the soft tool steel, and one of best selected nickel steel gun
barrel stock, treated to give 100,000 lbs. tensil strength, for which the
writer wishes to express his indebtedness to' the Winchester Repeat-

length in position.

;

Arms Company.
The charge of powder,
wire in the following way

ing

P, figure
:

2,

was

fired electrically,

A fine copper wire, w, 0.12 mm.

by a hot
diameter,

passed through the wadding, figure 2 (b), consisting of two disks of
stiff

cardboard, and this copper wire joined a short length of platinum

or platenoid wire of o.i

mm.

diameter,

f,

extending across the inner

V
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part of the wadding, in contact with the powder.
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the other end

of this platinum wire, a short length of the copper wire passed to the
side of the wadding, and made electrical contact with the wall of the
chamber. A fine steel wire, W, 0.24 mm. in diameter, served to pull
the copper wire, w, tightly enough to prevent contact of the latter
with the nozzle. The wire,
a pull on the wire w,

it

W, was

so held that, although

it

exerted

nevertheless offered no resistance in the direc-

motion of the ejected gases.
Two dense smokeless powders were used Du Pont pistol powder
"
No. 3, a very rapid dense nitrocellulose powder, and " Infallible
shotgun powder, of the Hercules Powder Company. The heat values
All determinations
in all cases were found by bomb calorimeter.^
were made in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide, in order to avoid
any heat due to the oxygen of the air. The average heat values were
tion of

:

the following:

Powder, in ordinary rocket
Powder, in Coston ship rocket
Du Pont Pistol No. 3

545-0 calories/gm.
528.3

972.5

" Infallible "

The

1238.5

pendulum used

ballistic

in

determining the average velocity of

ejection, for the small chambers, consisted essentially of a plank, B,

plate 3, figure

i,

carrying weights, and suppo'rting the chamber,

This plank was supported by fine
steel wires in such a manner that it remained horizontal during
motion. In order to make certain that the plank actually was horizontal in all positions, a test was frequently made by mounting a
or gun, C, in a horizontal position.

small vertical mirror on the plank, with

its

plane perpendicular to the

axis of the gun, and observing the image of a horizontal object

—held several

—as

away while the pendulum was swingCurrent for firing the charge was lead through two drops of
ing.
mercury to wires on the plank. A record of the displacements was
made by a stilus consisting of a steel rod, S, pointed and hardened at

a lead pencil

feet

This rod slid freely in a vertical brass sleeve, attached
under side of the plank, and made a mark upon a smoked glass
strip, G.
In this way the first backward and forward displacements
of the pendulum were recorded, and the elimination of friction was

the lower end.
to the

thereby

The
in

made

possible.

data and results of these experiments are given in table

which d

is

II,

the displacement corrected for friction.

*
It was found necessary to use a sample exceeding a certain mass, as otherwise the heat value depended upon the mass of the sample.
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were obtained from the usual expres-

sion for the velocity in which a ballistic pendulum, with the bob constantly horizontal,

used, namely,

is

v="

—-

m

V2p1(i — cos^),

where

M = the total weight of the bob,
m = the

mass ejected; powder plus wadding,
l=the length of the pendulum,
^ = the angle through which the pendulum swings,

g=the
The

cosine of

acceleration of gravity.

was corrected for

friction

by observing the two

first

displacements d^ and do and obtaining therefrom

It will be noticed that the highest velocity
" Infallible " powder, and was over 7,000 ft./sec.

was

efficiency

velocity,

(7),

is

close to 50 per cent.

was obtained with

The corresponding

In view of the fact that this

corresponding to c in the exponents of equations (6) and
sevenfold greater than for an ordinary rocket,

it

is

easily

seen that the employment of a chamber and nozzle such as has just

been described must make an enormous reduction in

compared with that necessary for an ordinary

As

initial

mass as

rocket.

a matter of possible interest, photographs were taken at night

of the flash which accompanied the explosions produced by firing
the
Plate

These are given on plates 4 and 5.
shows the set-up for these experiments the camera
the same position as when the flashes were photographed.
chamber.

small
3,

being in

figure 2,

;

The white marks, above

the flash, are strips of cardboard, nailed to

a long stick at intervals of 10 cm. and constituting a comparison scale,
one end of which was directly above the " muzzle " of the gun. This
scale
flash

was illuminated, before the charge was fired, by a small electric
lamp held in front of each strip for a moment which lamp also
;

illuminated a card bearing the

number

The photographs bring out a

of the experiment.

curious fact

;

i.

e,

"
that the " flash

appears in most instances to be at a co'nsiderable distance in front of

This

the nozzle.

is

of the ejected gases
nozzle, but

easily
is

understood

if

we admit

that the velocity

very high just as the gases pass out of the

becomes very quickly reduced nearly to zero by the air. In
we may consider that the gases pass from the nozzle in

other words
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an extremely short time far too short to affect the photographic
and that it is only when the velocity has been considerably
reduced that the " flash " is photographed.
In experiment ii, a suggestion of this high-velocity portion of the

plate;

flash

is

seen, which,

of the nozzle.
the nozzle

such a

An

It

it

be noticed,

will

was illuminated by

way

as to be

interesting

seen in the

diameter than the end
was only by accident that
in experiments 9 and 11 irk

is less in

should be remarked that
the flashes

it

photograph.

phenomenon connected with

firing the

chamber

in'

the loudness of the sound produced by a comparatively small

air is

amount of powder.

however, to be expected, inasmuch as,
producing motion of the air, whereas in,
the ordinary rifle, a large fraction of the energy of the powderbecomes kinetic energy of the bullet.
the energy

This

is,

entirely spent in

is

EXPERIMENTS WITH LARGE CHAMBER
Inasmuch as all the steel chambers employed in the preceding experiments were of the same internal diameter (1.26 cm.), it was considered desirable that at least a few experiments should be performed
with a larger chamber, first, in order to be certain that a large chamber is operative and secondly, to see if such a chamber is not even
more efficient than a small chamber. This latter is to be expected
for the reason that heat and frictional losses should increase as the
square of the linear dimensions of the chamber and hence increase
in a less proportion than the mass of powder that can be used with
safety, which will vary as the cube of the linear dimensions. Evidence
;

;

in

support of this expectation has already been given.

Thus, for

ordinary rockets, the larger rocket has the higher efficiency, as evident

from

table

The

I.

large chamber

was of

nickel-alloy steel

(Samson No. 3A), of

•115,000 lbs. tensil strength, for which the writer takes opportunity

of thanking the Carpenter Steel Company.

This chamber had inside

diameter, and diameter of throat, both twice as large as those of the
chambers previously used but the thickness of wall of the chamber
;

and the taper of the nozzle were, however, the same. The inside of
the nozzle was well polished.
Figure 3 shows a section of the
chamber the outer boundary being indicated by dotted lines, P being
the powder, and
the wadding. It will be noticed that the wadding
;

is

W

just twice the size of that previously used.

The mounting
plate 6, figure

i.

of the chamber, for the experiments,

The chamber was held

in the

is

shown

in

lower end of a
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3^ foot length of 2-inch pipe, P, by set-screws. Within this pipe,
above the chamber, was fastened a length of 2-inch steel shafting, to
increase the mass of the movable system. This system was supported

by a half-inch

On

firing,

steel pin,

E.

the recoil lifted the above system vertically

against gravity, the extent

o'f

this

lift,

corded by a thin lead pencil, slidable in a brass sleeve
at right angles to the pin E.

The

upward

or displacement, being reset in the pipe

point of the pencil

was pressed

against a vertical cardboard, C, by the action of a small spring.

This

method of measuring the impulse of the expelled gases will be called
the " direct-lift " method and the theory is given in Appendix A,
page 60.
;

P

W
Fig. 3,

Although rebound of the gases from the ground would probably
have been negligible, such rebound was eliminated by a short plank,
D, covered with a piece of heavy sheet iron, and supported at an angle
of 45° with the horizontal.

one

This served to deflect the gases

to

side.

The

results of

are given

two experiments,

in table II.

51

and

chamber,
Pont powder, the

52, with this large

In experiment 51, with

Du

powder was packed rather loosely. Any increase in internal diameter
was inappreciable, certainly under o.oi mm. In experiment 52,
the Infallible powder was somewhat compressed. After firing, the
chamber was found to be slightly bulged for a short distance around
the middle of the powder chamber, the inside diameter being increased from 2.6 cm. to 2.7 cm., and the outside diameter from
5.08 cm. to 5.14 cm. The efficiency (64.53 P^^ cent) in experiment
51, and the velocity (7,987 ft./sec.) in experiment 52 were, respectively, the highest obtained in any of the experiments.
The conclusions to be drawn from these two experiments are:
First, that large

chambers can be operated, under proper conditions,
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;

I9

and secondly, that large cham-

even with comparatively short nozzles, are more efficient and
give higher velocities than small chambers.
It is obvious that large grains of powder should be used in large
chambers if dangerous pressures are to be avoided. The bulging in
bers,

by the grains of powder being too
under consideration. It is possible,
however, that pressures even as great as that developed in experiment
52 could be employed in practice provided the chamber were of
" built-up " construction.
A similar result might possibly be had
if several shots had been fired, of successively increasing amounts of
powder. The result of this would have been a hardening of the wall
Such a phenomenon was observed
of the chamber by stretching.
with the soft steel chamber already described, which was distended
by the first few shots of Infallible powder, but thereafter remained
experiment 52
small for a

is

to be explained

chamber of the

size

unchanged with loads as great as those

EXPERIMENTS

IN

first

used."

VACUO

INTRODUCTORY

Having obtained average
ft./sec. in air,

it

remained

velocities of ejection

to

up

to nearly 8,000

determine to what extent these repre-

sented reaction against the air in the nozzle, or immediately beyond.

Although it might be supposed that the reaction due to the air is
small, from the fact that the air in the nozzle and immediately beyond
is of small mass, it is by no means self-evident that the reaction is
zero.
For example, when dynamite, lying on an iron plate, is exploded, the particles which constituted thfe dynamite are moved very
rapidly upward, and the reaction to this motion bends the iron plate

downward but reaction of the said particles against the air as they
move upward may also play an important role in bending the iron.
The experiments now to be described were undertaken with the view
of finding to what extent, if any, the " velocity in air " was a fictitious
velocity.
The experiments were performed with the smaller soft
;

tool steel

and

nickel-steel

chambers that have already been described.

METHOD OF SUPPORTING THE CHAMBER IN VACUO
For the sake of convenience, the chamber, or gun, should evidently
be mounted in a vertical position, so that the expelled gases are shot

downward, and the chamber

is

moved upward by

being lifted bodily, or suspended by a spring and

the reaction, either

set in vibration.
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The whole suspended system was
tained in a 3-inch steel pipe,

all
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therefore designed to be con-

the essential parts being fastened to

This was done not only for

a cap, fitting on the top of this pipe.

the sake of convenience in handling the heavy chamber, but also from
the fact that the o'nly joint that

would have

to be

made

air-tight for

each shot would be at the 3-inch cap.

The means

of supporting the chamber from the cap

plate 6, figure 2,

and plate

7,

figure

i,

is

shown in
shown

the apparatus being

dismantled in plate 7, figure 2. Two |-inch steel rods, R, R, were
threaded tightly by taper (pipe) threads into the cap, C. These rods
were joined by a yoke, at their lower ends, which served to keep them

H

and H^ free to slide
always parallel. Two collars, or holders,
along the rods R, R, held the chamber or gun, by three screws in
each holder. The inner ends of the screws of the lower holder were
made conical, and these fitted into conical depressions, c, figure 2(a),
drilled in the side of the gun, so that the lower holder could thus be
rigidly attached to the gun.

lead sleeves, fitting the

This was made necessary in order that
resting upon the lower holder H',

gun and

could be used to increase the mass of the suspended system. Three
such sleeves were used, the two largest being moulded around thin
steel

tubes which closely fitted the gun.

cated with vaseline.

Two

The rods R, R, were

-J-inch steel pins

lubri-

were driven through the

rods R, R, just above the yoke Y, in order that the latter could not
be driven ofif by the fall of the heavy chamber and weights when
direct-lift was employed.

In the experiments in which the chamber and lead sleeves were
suspended by a spring, the latter was hooked at its upper end to a
screw-eye fixed in the cap C.

The lower end

of the spring

was

hooked through a small cylinder of fiber. A record of the displacements of the suspended system was made by a stilus, S, plate 6,
This stilus was kept pressed
figure 2, in the upper holder H.
against a long narrow strip of smoked glass, G, by a spring of fine
steel wire. This strip of smoked glass was held between two clamps,
fastened to a rod, the upper end of which was secured to the cap C,
and the lower end to the yoke, Y. Except for the largest charges
used, it was possible to measure the displacements on both sides of
the zero position, and thereby to calculate the decrement and eliminate
friction.

When
as

was suspended by a spring, a deflection as large
unavoidably produced merely by placing the
was
a centimeter

cap

the chamber

C on

the 3-inch pipe or removing

it,

although, in

all

cases the
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system would return to within one millimeter (usually much less
than this) of the zero position after being displaced. In order to
avoid any such displacement as that just mentioned, an eccentric

clamp K, plate 7, figure i, was employed to' keep the suspended
system rigidly in its zero position during assembling and dismounting the apparatus.

This clamp consisted of an eccentric rod, K, free to turn in a hole
cap C, the lower end being held in a bearing in the yoke Y.

in the

Through

was pinned a small rod K', at
K was smeared with a
mixture of bee's wax, resin, and Venice turpentine and the hole in
the cap through which K projected was rendered air-tight by wax of
the same composition.
The suspended system was assembled while the cap C was held by
a support touching its under side. When the assembling was complete, the wax was heated by a small alcohol blow torch until it was
soft, then a rubber band was slipped around the rod K' and the outlet
pipe E. A trial showed that the cap could now be put in place on the
pipe and removed, without the suspended system moving appreciably.
After the cap C was in position on the pipe, the rubber band was
the upper end of this rod

right angles to K.

The surface

of the rod

;

removed, and the wax heated until the rod K could be turned out of
engagement with the holders H, H'. After a shot had been fired, the
clamp was again placed in operation until the system had been taken
from the 3-inch pipe and the smoked glass removed.

The

circuit

which carried the

consisted of the insulated wire,

electric current to ignite the

W,

plate 7, figure

i,

charge

which passed

through a tapered plug of shellacked hard fiber, in the cap, C, thence
through a glass tube to the yoke Y, to which it was fastened. Below
the yoke it was wrapped with insulating tape, except at the lower end
where it was shaped to hold the 0.24 mm. steel wire, attached to the
fine copper wire from the wadding. From the chamber the current
passed up the rods R, R and out of the cap, around which was
wrapped a heavy bare copper wire, V, which together with W, constituted the terminals of the circuit.

It

should be mentioned, in

amount of black powder, B, figure 2(a) placed
over the platinum fuse-wire on the wadding, was found necessary as
a primer in order to ignite dense smokeless powders in vacuo.
In order to make the joint, between the cap and the pipe, air-tight
during a determination, the following device was adopted. The outside of the cap, C, and also a lock nut, were both turned down to the
same diameter. The lock nut was made fast to the pipe. These were

passing, that a small

,
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then painted on the outside with melted
bee's

wax and

When

wax
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consisting of equal parts

resin with a httle Venice turpentine.

was to be made, the cap was screwed into
wide rubber band was slipped over the junction between
cap and lock nut, and the outside of this rubber band was heated
with an alcohol blast torch. The result was a joint, for all practical
purposes, absolutely air tij^ht, which could, nevertheless, be disa determination

position, a

mounted

at

once after
rill':oK\'

The expressions

iMilUn^- oil (he

OK

Till']

rubber l)and.

ICXri-lKIMENTS IN

VACUO

for the velocity of the expelled gases are easily

obtained for the two types of motion of the suspended system that

were employed, namely, simple harmo'nic motion produced by a
spring, and direct lift.
Siinple harmonic inotion.
Results obtained with simple harmonic
motion (slightly damped, of course) were naturally more accurate
than with direct lift, as it was impossible in the latter case to eliminate
friction.
The theory, for simple harmonic motion, in which account
is taken of friction is described in Appendix B, page 60.
The spring
was one niadc to specifications, particularly as regards the magnitude
of the force per-cm.-increase-in-length by the Morgan Spring Company of Worcester, Mass. Care was taken to make certain that
in no experiment was the extension of the spring reduced to such a
low value as not to lie upon the rectilinear line part of the calibration

—

curve.

Direct

lift.

—The theory of the motion,

been given under Appendix A. page 60.

in this case, has alreatly

In this case

assumed that a correction could be made for
the displaccnionl

s,

friction

bv some particular dccronicnt,

^

\

it

might be

by multiplying/, obtained in

do

the experimonls with simple harmonic motion, that might reasonably

shown

])oU)w, was found to give results in
two typos of motii)ii, if the direct lift was
about 2 cm. but not if it was much larger. It was found that very
littlo frictitinal rosistaiioo was experienced when the mass
was
raisetl In' hand, provided the axis of the gun were kept strictly
vertical, but a very considerable resistance was experienced if the
axis was inclined to one side so that the holders H, H' rubbed

apply.

This, as will bo

good agreement

for the

;

M

against the rods R, R.

This sidewise pressure did not take place

when the spring was used. It was also found that
the smoked glass was always slightly sinuous, with

the trace
direct

upon

lift,

and
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Straight with the spring.

much

fore,

the

The simple harmonic motion was, therewhen the

preferable, but could not be used

more

powder charges were

23

large.

MEANS OF ELIMINATING GASEOUS REBOUND
should be remembered that the real object of the

It

ments
would

many

be, if

tainer of unlimited capacity.

A

most nearly a con-

length of 3-inch pipe, closed at the

evidently unsuitable, because the gas, fired

is

experi-

A container is therefore neces-

miles above the earth's surface.

sary, which, for the purpose at hand, approaches

ends,

vacuum

what the reaction experienced by the cliamber
a given charge of powder were fired in the chamber

to ascertain

is

from one end,

is

sure to rebound from the other end with considerable velocity, and

hence to produce a
observed.

a

much

larger displacement than ought really to be

Moreover, any tank of

equivalent to liberating suddenly, in
at

must necessarily produce
whole action is
the tank, one or two liters of gas

finite size

amount of rebound, from the

finite

fact that the

atmospheric pressure.

There are two possible methods for reducing the velocity of the
gas sufficiently to produce a negligible rebound a disintegration
method, whereby the stream is broken up into many small streams,
and
sent in all directions (i. e., virtually reconverted into heat)
secondly, a friction method, whereby the individual stream remains
moving in one direction, but is gradually slowed clown by friction
:

;

against a solid surface.

As
first

shown below, accurate
what may be called the

will be

method,

were obtained by the
and these
by the second method, in what

in

weve checked

satisfactorily
will be called the " circular " tank.
results

The
500

cylindrical tank

lbs.

figure

I,

It

was 10

results

" cylindrical " tank

;

and weighed about
4, and plate 8,
with threaded caps on the ends.

feet 5 inches high

consisted of a 6-foot length T, figure

of

12-inch steel pipe,

Entering the upper cap at a slight angle was the 3-inch pipe P,
4^ feet long which supported the cap C of plate 6, figure 2, and

The

12-inch pipe

was sawn across

at the dotted

plate 7, figure

i.

line To, so that

any device could be placed in the interior of this tank,

or removed from

it,

lifted off as occasion

The upper section of the tank was
demanded by a block and tackle. The two ends

as desired.

were first painted with the wax previously described and
had be6n assembled, the joint was painted on the o'utside with the same wax, W, and the entire tank thereafter painted

to be joined

after the tank

with asphalt varnish.

;

:
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This tank was used under three conditions
1st. Tank empty, with the elbow E to direct the gas into a swirl
such that the gas, while in motion, would not tend to return up the
pipe P. In this case, some rebound was to be expected from this
elbow.

2d.

This expectation was realized

in practice.

Tank empty, and elbow cut off along the dotted line Eq. In
more rebound Avas to be expected than in Case i, which was

this case,

borne out in practice.
3d.

mesh

Elbow

E

cut at Eq, and tank half filled with ^-inch squareTwo separate devices constructed of this wire

wire fencing.

fencing were used one above the other.

an Archimedes

The gas

spiral, J, of 2-foot fencing,

first passed through
comprising eight turns.

;
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held apart by iron wires bound into the fencing.
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This construction

allowed most of the gas to penetrate the spiral to a considerable
distance before being disturbed, and, of course, eliminated regular

The second device,
number of 12-inch circular

reflection.

placed under the

J',

first,

consisted

same fencing, bound to
two quarter-inch iron rods, O, by iron wires. These disks were
spaced one inch apart. The three upper disks were single disks, the
next lower two were double, with the strands extending in different
directions, the next two were triple, and the lowest disk of all, two
inches from the bottom of the tank, was composed of six individual
of a

disks of the

This lower device necessarily offered large resistance to the
yet strong rebound from any part of it was pre-

disks.

passage of the gas

;

With this third arrangement,
which
also was borne out in
rebound
expected,
small
was to be

vented by the spiral just described.
practice.

This tank was exhausted by

and

was

air

The

also admitted

way

through

its lo'wer end, S
same stopcock.
was 10 feet high and weighed

of a stopcock at
this

circular tank, plate 8, figure 2,

about 200

lbs.

It

consisted of a straight length of 3-inch pipe, care-

and welded autogenously, to a four-foot, 3-inch, U-pipe.
The straight pipe entered the U-pipe on the inner side of the latter,
and at as sharp an angle as possible. Another similar U-pipe, was
bolted to the first by flanges, with y^g-inch sheet rubber packing
fully fitted,

between.
In this tank, the gases were shot

down

the straight pipe, entered

the upper U-pipe at a small angle, thus avoiding any considerable

rebound, and thence passed around the circular part

up the

straight pipe until the velocity

—not returning

had been greatly reduced by

friction.

In order to

make

the time, during which the velocity

was being

reduced, as long as possible, the pipes were carefully cleaned of
scale.

They were

first

pickled,

them, a number of times
cylindrical bristle brush,

:

first,

and

and then cleaned by drawing through
a scraper of sheet iron

finally a cloth.

adhering scale was thereby removed.

;

second, a

stiff

All but the most firmly

Further, care was taken to cut

the hole in the rubber washers, between the flanges, so wide that

compression by the flanges would not spread the rubber
and thereby obstruct the flow of gas.

Notwithstanding

all

these precautions, evidence

gases became stopped very rapidly.

much

as there

is

into the pipe,

was had

that the

This was to be expected inas-

solid matter, namely, the

wadding and

wire, that

is
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ejected with the gas, which accumulates with each successive shot.

This soHd matter must offer considerable frictional resistance to

motion along the U-pipe, and, since the mass of gas

is

only of the

order of a gram, must necessarily act to stop the flow in a very short

This interval of time was great enough, however, so that this

time.

second method afforded a satisfactory check upon the

first

method.

A possible modification of the above two methods would have been
to provide

some

sort of trap-door

arrangement whereby the gases,

after having been reduced in speed in a container as just described,

would have been prevented from returning upward into the 3-inch
P by this trap, which would be sprung at the instant of firing.
In this way gaseous rebound would be entirely eliminated. It was
found, however, that results with the two methods already described

pipe

make this modification unnecessary.
The tanks were exhausted by a rotary oil pump, No. i, of the
American Rotary Pump Company, supported by a water jet pump.

could be checked sufficiently to

way the pressure in the cylindrical
mm. of mercury in 25 minutes and to

In this
1.5

circular tank, in 10 minutes.

The

mm.

to 0.5

ments ranged from

7.5

tank could be reduced to
the same pressure in the

pressures employed in the experi-

mm.

METHODS OF DETECTING AND MEASURING GASEOUS REBOUND

With

the

two tanks used

in the experiments,

it

was obviously

impossible to eliminate gaseous rebound entirely, from the fact that,

even

if

the velocity of the gases

is

reduced to zero, there

still

remains

the effect of introducing suddenly a certain quantity of gas into the
tank.

and,

It
if

became Tiecessary,

then, to devise

some means

of detecting,

possible, of measuring, the extent of the rebound.

Three devices were employed, one for detecting a force of
rebound, and two for measuring the magnitude of the impulse per
unit area produced by the rebounding gas.

These latter devices,
were possible with

fact that quantitative measurements
them, will be called " impulse-meters."

from the

TISSUE PAPER DETECTOR

The

detector for indicating the force of the rebound consisted of

a strip of delicate tissue-paper,

I,

plate 6, figure 2,

and text figure

5 (a), 0.02 mm. thick, with its ends glued to an iron wire, W, as
shown in figure 5 (a). This iron wire was fastened to the yoke Y,
i, and held the tissue paper, with its plane horizontal,
between the chamber and the wall of the 3-inch pipe, P. In many of

plate 7, figute

—
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was cut i the way across in two places beshown by the dotted lines h in figure 5(a) Since
the tissue paper has very little mass, the tearing depends simply upon
the magnitude of the force that is momentarily applied, and not
upon the force times its duration i. e., the impulse of the force. The
the experiments, the paper
fore bejng used, as

.

Fig.

5.

tissue paper will tear, then, if the force

produced by the

first

upward

rush of gas, past the chamber into the space in the 3-inch pipe above
the chamber, exceeds a certain value. This first upward rush of gas
will,

of course, produce a greater force than any subsequent rush,

as the gas

is

continually losing velocity.

Even though

the magnitude

of the force that will just tear the tissue paper be not known,

it

may
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assumed that if the first upward rush does not tear the
paper, the force due to rebound that acts upon the gun must be small
compared with the impulse produced by the explosion of the powder.
It should be noted that the tissue paper tells nothing as to whether
safely be

or not there are a

number

ually decreasing in

cerning the

of successive reflections or rebounds grad-

magnitude neither does
;

downward

it

give information con-

pressure the gases exert upon the chamber

tending to decrease the displacement, after they have accumulated
the space between the top

o'f

in

the chamber and the cap, C, plate 6,

figure 2.

DIRECT-LIFT IMPULSE-METER

A

section of the direct-lift impulse-meter

is

shown

in figure 5(b).

photograph plate 6, figure 2, at A. A small
cylinder A of aluminium of 1.46 grams mass, hollowed at one end
for lightness, was turned down to slide easily in a glass tube G. This
tube, G, was fastened by de Khotinsky cement to an iron wire W,
which was in turn fastened to the yoke Y, plate 7, figure i so that the
glass tube, G, was held in a vertical position, between the chamber
and the wall o'f the 3-inch pipe similarly to the tissue paper. Two
It is also

shown

in the

,

—

small wires C, C, of spring brass were cemented to the top of the

aluminium cylinder, the free ends
the glass tube.

on opposite sides of
The inside of the glass tube .was smoked with camjust touching

phor smoke above the point marked X, so that a record was made of
any upward displacement of the aluminium cylinder. The cylinder
was prevented from dro'pping out of the glass tube by a fine steel
wire, w, cemented to the tube and extending across the lower end.
The theory of the direct-lift impulse-meter is given in Appendix C,
page 61. From the theory, we may derive an expression for the
ratio, Q, of the momentum given the gun by the gaseous rebound, to
the observed momentum of the suspended system.
There are two disadvantages of this form of impulse-meter. First,
friction acts unavoidably to reduce the displacement. Secondly, any
jar to which the apparatus is subjected on firing will cause the
aluminium cylinder to jump, and thus give a spurious displacement.
This latter fact rendered the meter useless for experiments in which
direct lift of the chamber took place, as there was always much jar
when the heavy chamber fell back, after being displaced upward.
This impulse-meter, it will be observed, gave a mean measurement
of any successive up-and-down rushes of gas.
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SPRING IMPULSE-METER

A

section of the spring' impulse-meter

The apparatus

shown

is

in figure 5(c).

consisted of an aluminium disk, D, cemented to a lead

combined mass 5.295 gms. supported by a fine brass
The disk, D, was of a size sufficient to slide easily
in a glass tube, G. The upper end of the spring protruded through
a small hole in the glass tube, and was fastened at this point by
de Khotinsky cement, it thus being easy to make the top of the lead
rod level with the zero of a paper scale, K, pasted to the outside oi
rod, L, of

spiral spring, S.

A

the glass tube.

made

piece of white paper placed behind the tube, G,

the motion of the lead rod

L

very clearly discernible.

This impulse-meter was placed in a hole in the upper cap of the
12-inch pipe of the cylindrical tank, at D, figure 4, and plate 8,
figure

I,

the same distance from the wall of the 12-inch pipe as the

center of the 3-inch pipe.

It

projected one inch through the 12-inch

cap which was practically the same as the distance the 3-inch pipe

The

projected.

wrapped
with the

tube, G,

was kept

by being

in position in the cap

tightly with insulating tape, the joint being finally painted

wax

The theory

already described.
of the spring impulse-meter

page 62, where

O

is

given in Appendix D,

There are two reasons why the

impulse-meter.

direct-lift

is

the ratio already defined in connection with the
ratio,

Q,

obtained in the Appendix should be larger than the true percentage
at the top of the 3-inch pipe.

In the

first place, friction in

pipe will decrease the velocity of the rebounding gas
the disk, D, figure

5,

is

fairly tight-fitting

in the

;

the 3-inch

and, further,

glass tube. G,

whereas there is a considerable space between the gun and the 3-inch
pipe, through which the gas may pass and, accumulating above, exert
a downward pressure on the top of the gun.
One important advantage of the spring impulse-meter over that
employing direct lift is that the former has very little friction, so that
the readings are very reliable. Another advantage is that the displacement of the former will include without any uncertainty the
effect of any number of rebounds following one another in rapid
succession^

i.

c, the effect

o'f

multiple reflections of the gas,

if

such

reflections are present.

EXPLANATION OF TABLE
In the

Du Pont

vacuum experiments,

9.64, 15.88,
3

the soft steel chamber was used for

powder, and the nickel

The three nozzles

called short,

III

steel chamber for Infallible powder.
medium, and long, were respectively,

and 22.08 cm. from the throat

to the muzzle.

30
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The

length of chamber,

distance

shown

in the third

1,

column,

is

3

taken as the

in figure 2 (a).

In the cases of simple harmonic motion in which do

is

not given

were so large that d, was prevented
from reaching its full extent by the yoke, Y, plate 7, figure i.
Correction for friction was made in these cases by choosing the decrement from some other experiment that would be likely to apply. The
in the table, the displacements

.

number

of this experiment

place of

do.

is

written in parenthesis, in the table, in

The same procedure

is

followed in the experiments with

direct Hft.

Of the experiments in the cylindrical tank, 15 and 16 were performed with the elbow E, figure 17, at the lower end of the 3-inch
pipe; no. 17 was performed with this elbow also in place, with the
addition of a sheet-iron sleeve in the pipe, to decrease the curvature

and 19 were performed with the tank empty;
and the remaining experiments were performed with the fencing,
at the elbow; nos. 18

already described,

The

"in

position.

paper was usually torn at one end, and not torn comIt was only torn completely off, with small charges, in the

tissue

pletely off.

experiments with the cylindrical tank empty (nos. 18 and 19). The
tissue paper was cut o'ne-third across at each end, as already explained, in experiments 15

The

and

7,3,

inclusive.

impulse-meter was used in experiments 15 to 26,
In cases in which there was impact of the chamber agauist

direct-lift

inclusive.

the yoke, or pins, at the lower ends of the rods, R, R, plate 6,
was useless because of the jar. Only in

figure 2, this impulse-meter

experiments 16 and 22 was there a measurable displacement, the
negligible displacements in the other cases being doubtless due to
friction.
The spring impulse-meter was used only in the last six
vacuum experiments.
An inspection of tables II and III will show that the results, under

the

same

conditions, are in sufficientl}^ close agreement to warrant

the comparison of results obtained under various circumstances of
firing.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
I.

There

is

a general tendency for the velocities in vacuo to be

larger than those in

air,

for the

same length of chamber,

1,

and the

same mass of powder.

,

With Du Pont powder, the medium and short nozzles give greater
The long nozzle, however, does not show results
very much dififerent from those obtained in air.
velocities in vacuo.

—
1
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a large difference, however, with InfalHble powder, with

P^or the medium nozzle a comparison c?f experiments 4 to 12, inclusive, with 35 and 36 shows that the increase
amounts to 22 per cent of the velocity in air.
all

three nozzles.

The medium

2.

nozzle gives, in general, greater velocities than the

short or the long nozzle with the

same length of chamber,

approximately the same charges of powder.
nozzle gives less velocity than the
is

medium

In

all

and

1,

cases, the short

or the long nozzle, which

to be expected.

The

3.

results

upon the pressure

show no appreciable dependence of
in the

tank between 7.5

mm. and

safe to conclude that the velocities are practically

atmospheric pressure

down

to

the velocities

mm., and it is
the same from

0.5

zero pressure, except as

regards

the slight increase of velocity with decreasing pressure already

mentioned.

A

4.

comparison of the results when the chamber moved under

the influence of the spring with those in which the chamber

merely

lifted,

show

that the agreement of results obtained by the

methods is good, provided the displacement in the direct
ment is small (compare experiments 40 and 41 with 26).
other hand, the displacement in the direct

method gives considerably

this

A comparison
evident that

less velocities

of experiments 35

all

lift

lift

If,

experiment

was
two

experi-

on the

is large,

than the spring method

and 36 with

34,

37 and 43 makes

it

the velocities obtained by experiments in zvhich the

This is a
lift exceeded 4 cm. are from 300 to 600 ft./ sec. too small.
very important conclusio'n, for it means that the highest velocities in
vacuo, recorded in table III, are doubtless considerably less than
those which zvere actually attained.

A

comparison of the results obtained by means of the circular
5.
tank with those obtained by means of the cylindrical tank shows that
the velocities range about 100 ft./sec. higher for the circular tank
a difference that is so small as to be well within the accidental variations of the experiments.

Concerning the behavior of the cylindrical tank under different
shows that the velocities

conditions, a comparison of experiments

are

much

the

same for

all

cases.

Hence

the rebound, at least for small charges,

empty tank

A

is

used, providing

check of some

interest,

it is

it is

is

safe to conclude that

not excessive even

if

an

sufficiently large.

on the effectiveness of the

cylindrical

tank, with the retarder, J, J', in position inside, was the sound of
the shot, which resembled a sharp blow of a hammer on the lower
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The mipact was most clearly discernible
hand was on the lowest part of the tank. The sound, in the
case of the circular tank, did not appear to come from any particular
part. When the tank was grasped during firing, a throb of the entire
tank was noticed.
6. Concerning the proportion of the measured reaction that is
due to gaseous rebound, the tissue paper detector, as has already
been explained, does not give any information. All that this detector
really shows is that the force exerted by the initial upward rush of
gas past the chamber is not excessive. The fact that the tissue paper
is sometimes torn and sometimes not under identical conditions of
firing, shows that either this force differs more or less in various
parts of the tank {i. e., the upward rush of gas is not perfectly
homogeneous) or that the tissue paper is weakened by each succesThis last explanation is the more probable for fine
sive shot.
particles of the wadding rush upward with the gas, as is proved by
fine markings on the smoked glass, and also from the fact that, after
a. number of shots, the tissue paper is found to be perforated with very
cap of the 12-mch pipe.

when

the

;

;

small holes.

The gaseous rebound could not be measured accurately with the
impulse-meter. Thus of all the experiments in which this

direct-lift

meter could be used, 15 to 26 inclusive, only two, 16 and 22, gave
readable displacements, the failure to obtain readable displacements
in the other cases being doubtless

tioned.

It will

The spring impulse-meter used
reliable results

friction, as already
is

under one per

in the last five

men-

cent.

experiments gave

because of the very slight friction during operation.

This impulse-meter shows

were

due to

be noticed that the impulse

that, if the

momentum

of the chamber

to be corrected for gaseous rebound, this correction

would he

than one per cent of the momentum of the chamber. But
as has been stated above, the impulse of the rebound at the chamber

much

less

must be

may

less

than that at the impulse-meter, from the fact that gases

pass readily behind the chamber, and exert a

downward

pres-

and also because of friction in the 3-inch pipe. The effect of
gaseous rebound is therefore negligible, and no account of it has
been taken in calculating the velocities and efficiencies.
sure,

now becomes

from the experimental results,
upon which dependence may be placed.
This is evidently the result of experiment 45 and is 2.34 km./sec.
or 7,680 ft. /sec. It is Avell worth noticing, however, that experiment
50 would have given, without doubt, a velocity even higher, had fricIt

possible to find,

the highest velocity in vacuo

tion properly

been taken into account.

i
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DISCUSSION OF POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS
1.

The

fact that the velocities are higher in

vacuo than

in air

seems

expHcable only by there being conditions of ignition different in vacuo

from those

in air

;

although this

may

also

have been due to the

air in

the nozzle interfering with the stream-lines of the gas, thus produc-

ing a jet not strictly unidirectional.

It

should be remarked that the

may have been
due to unusually good circumstances of ignition but may also have
been due, in part, to being performed in the circular tank.
highest velocity in vacuo recorded, experiment 25,
;

2.

The

fact that the

medium

nozzle gives in general velocities

higher than the long nozzle shows that very likely after traveling

from the throat equal approximately to the length of
nozzle, the gas is moving so rapidly that it fails to
expand fast enough to fill the cross-section of the nozzle. A discontinuity in flow is produced at the place where the gas leaves the
wall of the nozzle, and this produces eddying and a consequent loss
the distance
the

medium

of imdirectional velocity.

The

efficiency could doubtless be increased

by constructing the nozzle in the form of a straight portion, corresponding to a cone of 8° taper, for the length of the medium nozzle,
with the section beyond this point in the form of a curve concave to
the axis of the nozzle.

CONCLUSIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS
The experiments

in air and in vacuo prove what was suggested
by the photographs of the flash in air, namely, that the phenomenon
is really a jet of gas having an extremely high velocity, and is not
merely an effect of reaction against the air.
2. The velocity attainable depends to a certain extent upon the
manner of loading, upon the circumstances of ignition, and upon the
form of the nozzle. Hence, in practice, care should be taken to
design the cartridge and the nozzle for the density of air at which
they are to be used, and to test them in an atmosphere of this
1.

.

particular density.
It

is

with pleasure that the writer acknowledges the use, as

honorary fellow
the rotary

in physics, of the laboratory facilities,

pump,

at the

and

especially

Physics Laboratory at Clark University

where these experiments were performed.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ABOVE EXPERIMENTS AS REGARDS

CONSTRUCTING A PRACTICAL APPARATUS
It will

be well to dwell at some length upon the significance of the

above experiments.

In the

first

place, the lifting

power of both
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powders

remarkable.

is

Experiment

35

51 shows, for example, that

can be raised 2 inches by the reaction from less than 0.018 lbs.
of powder. One interesting result is the very high efficiency of the
apparatus considered as a heat engine. It exceeds, by a wide margin,

42

lbs.

the highest efficiency for a heat engine so far attained
''

efficiency

—the

" net

or duty of the Diesel (internal combustion) engine being

about 40 per cent, and that for the best reciprocating steam engine
but 21 per cent. This high efficiency is, of course, the result of three
things the absence of much heat loss due to' the suddenness of the
:

explosion

;

almost entire absence of friction

the

temperature of burning.

Owing

to these features,

;

it

and the high
is

doubtful

if

even the most perfect turbine or reciprocating engine could compete
successfully with the type of heat engine under consideration.

however, the velocity (c in equations (6) and (/)) which

It is,

The highest

of the most interest.

is

velocity obtained in the present

under 8,000 ft./sec, thus exceeding a mile
" Parabolic velocity " at the surface of the
(the
and a half per second
experiments

is

moon), and

also exceeding anything hitherto attained except with

13 ft./sec.

minute quantities of matter by means of

vacuum

Inasmuch

tubes.

electrical

as the higher velocities range between

seven and eightfold that of the Coston rocket

for a

we

should expect a

masses to be made possible by employment of the
chamber, to at least the seventh root of the masses necessary

reduction of
steel

discharges in

initial

chamber

The

like the

supposition

is,

Coston rocket.

of course, that the mass of propellant material

can be made so large in comparison with the mass of the steel
chamber, that the latter is comparatively negligible. No attempt was
made in the present experiments to reduce the chamber to its mini-

mum

weight

;

in fact, the

more massive

it

was, the more satisfactory

The minimum weight
same thickness of wall as in the experiments, was
calculated by estimating, first, the volume of a chamber from which
all superfluous metal had been removed, as shown by the full lines
in figure 12, and then calculating the mass of this reduced chamber,
from the measured density of the steel. The minimum masses of
chamber per gram of powder plus wadding, estimated in this way,
were 143, 130, and 120 grams, respectively, for experiments 50, 51,
and 52. In the last tAvo cases, a smaller breech-block could doubtless have been used, as evident from figure 12 and in the first two
cases, the chamber wall, itself, could safely have been reduced in
thickness.
More important still, a " built-up " construction would
much reduce the mass as has already been explained."^
could the ballistic experiments be performed.
possible, for the

;
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should be mentioned that, for any particular chamber,

necessary to determine the
nicety,

from the

fact that, as

maximum
modern

possible

rifle

VOL.

will

it

powder charge

'/I

be

to a

practice has demonstrated,

one charge of dense smokeless powder may be perfectly safe for any
number of shots, whereas a slightly larger amount, or the same
amount slightly more compressed (a state in which the powder must
exist in the present chamber) will result in very dangerous pressures.
But the whole question of ratio of mass-of-powder-to-chamber is
without doubt relatively unimportant for the following reason The
photographs of the flash, in experiments 9 and 11, in which the flash
:

was

accidentally reflected in the nozzle of the gun,

shoV the nozzle

appearing stationary in the photograph, thus demonstrating that the
duration of the flash
is

much

nozzle.

is

very small

;

but

this, as

already explained,

longer than the time during which the gases are leaving the

The time

of firing

This

therefore, extremely short.

is,

is

inasmuch as the high pressure in the chamber sets in
motion only the small mass of gas and wadding, and hence must

to be expected,

exist for a

much

shorter time than the pressure in a

For this reason the heat such as
to the hot gases

is

rifle

or

pistol.

developed in the machine-gun, due

remaining in the barrel for an appreciable time dur-

ing each shot, as well as that due to the friction of the bullet, will be

Hence
powder greatly

absent in the type of rapid-fire mechanism under discussion.

a large

number

of shots, equivalent to a mass of

exceeding that of the chamber,
out serious heating.''*

may

be fired in rapid succession, with-
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CALCULATIONS BASED ON THEORY
AND EXPERIMENT
APPLICATION OF APPROXIMATE METHOD
III.

method

already explained this

consists

in

employing the

equations
T?

M:

a+

/

_3±S_

t

_-^g_

\

t

i

and

M = ec"('-k),
to obtain a minimum M in each interval, where
M = the initial mass, for the interval, when the final mass
pound, and

R = the

(7)

is

one

,

poundals over the cross-section S,

air resistance in

the altitude of the rocket. If

per unit cross-section,

we

we

shall

at

P, the air resistance

call,

have for R,

PS

—

where

Po

p

is

the density at the altitude of the rocket, and po

is

the

density at sea-level.

a=the

acceleration in

ft.

per second ^ taken constant through-

out the interval,

g—-the
t

c(i

acceleration of gravity,

= the time of ascent through the interval,

— k) =:what will

and

be called the " effective velocity," for the reason

would remain unchanged if the rocket
composed entirely of propellant

that the problem

were considered

to be

material, ejected with the velocity,

remembered

c(i— k).

It will

be

that c actually stands for the true velocity

of ejection of the propellant, and k for the fraction of
the entire mass that consists of material other than
propellant.

The

effective velocity

is

taken constant

throughout any one calculation.

The

altitude

is

divided into intervals short enough to justify the

quantities involved in the above equations being taken as constants.

The

equations are then used to find the

interval

—

^the

—

and the
pound to
these M's.

mean

values of

" total initial
a

minimum value

of

M

for each

R and g, in the interval, being employed

mass

desired altitude

" required to raise a final
is

mass of one

then obtained as the product of

:
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VALUES OF THE QUANTITIES OCCURRING
The

effective velocity, c(i

— k). — The

IN

THE EQUATIONS
which follows

calculation

has been carried out with the assumption

'°
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of a velocity of ejection

of 7,500 ft./sec. and a constant, k, equal to yV- This velocity is considerably less than those that were actually obtained, both in air and
in vacuo. The " effective velocity " will thus be
c(
It

I

— k) = 7,000

ft./sec.

should be noticed that k could be yV and yet not necessitate a

larger velocity of ejection than 7,640 ft./sec, which

highest velocities obtained in the experiments. It

also

is

under the

important at this

is

remember that the velocities in vacuo would doubtless. have
been found to be considerably higher than the above value, if friction
could have been eliminated in the " direct-lift " method.
point to

The

quantity, R.

easily obtained

—The mean value of R for any

from

interval

P

a graphical representation of

is

most

as a function

of P between the beginning and end of the
Three curves have been used for this purpose
for velocities ranging from zero to 1,000 ft./sec, 1,000 to 3,000
ft./sec, and from 3,000 ft./sec. upward.
The first curve repreobtained with
sented the experimental results of A. Frank
of V, the

mean value

interval being taken.

^

prolate ellipsoids.

of

results

The second curve

represented the experimental

A. Mallock,^ whereas the third curve represented an

formula by Mallock,^ which agrees well with experimental results up to 4,500 ft./sec. the highest velocity that has been
empirical

attained by projectiles

—and

—

hence

velocities with a fair degree of safety.

to the absolute

ft. lb.

sec.

may be used

for

still

higher

Mallock's expression, reduced

system and multiplied by
becomes

the coefficient

\,

for projectiles with pointed heads,

P = o.oooo6432v2 /— j
where

v'

= the

velocity with

0.375

which a wave

+480
is

(8)

propagated in the

air

immediately in front of the projectile which equals the
;

body when that velocity exceeds the
velocity of sound in the undisturbed gas and
a=:the velocity of sound in the undisturbed gas.
velocity of the

;

The

constant, 480 poundals,

ft./sec

owing

to the

vacuum

must be added for

velocities over 2,400

in the rear of the projectile.

'A. Frank, Zeitschr. Verein Deutsches Ing. 50, pp, 593-612,
A. Mallock, Proc. Roy. Soc, 79A, pp. 262-273, 1907.
" A. Mallock, Proc.
Roy. Soc, 79A, p. 267, 1907.

'

1906.
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p.
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above expression (8), for the resistance,
At high altitudes the pressure,

holds only at atmospheric pressure.
of course, decreases greatly.

If

we

call p the

mean

density through-

out any interval of altitude, and p^ the density at sea-level, the right

member

of (8), on being multiplied bv

resistance, R, experienced

A

S and-''

,

will give the air

by the rocket.

curve representing the relation between density and altitude
up to 120,000 ft. is shown in figure 6. This curve is derived from

05 \

«o

^.

10

H
-to

CVJ

Sir*
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comparison showed that the densities

used in the present calculations beyond 125,000 ft. were from three
to twentyfold larger than those derived from Wegener's data, so
that the values used in the present case

Densities beyond 700,000

be negligible, for not only

is

ft.

were doubtless perfectly

safe.

within the geocoronium sphere, must

the density very small but the resistance

—
—

motion is very small due, according to Wegener, to the properties of geocoronium
a conclusion which is supported by the fact
that meteors remain, for the most part, invisible above this level.
to

DIVISION OF

THE ALTITUDE INTO INTERVALS

In dividing the altitude into intervals the only condition that must
is that the densities in any interval shall not dift'er widely
from the mean value in the interval. The least number of intervals
which satisfy this condition are given in the following table

be fulfilled

:

Table IV

Interval

METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES
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The value

may

at

o'f

be had from the equation
Vi

and

at once obtained

t is

R

is

;

i.

e.,

known.

at once

is

(9)

relation

= Vot + -jat^

a+g
calculation of ecd-io

The

= Vo + at,

from the
s

whence, of course, a

4I

at_

^

and e^u-k) call for no comment; and
obtained as P, the mean ordinate between Vq and v^ from the

curves as already explained, multiplied by S and

The value

M,

of

order that the

the

initial

mass

final

to (7)

/

i.

(

—

e.,

\

is

;

.

mass, for the interval, necessary in

in the interval shall

obtained from equation (7)

^

and

finally,

calculated.

be one pound,

is

then

the ratio of equations (6)

This

is

the ratio of the initial

gCd-k) /

mass necessary, including

losses

due to both

R

and

necessary to give the one pound the same velocity,

g, to the

Vi,

mass

without over-

R and g and the entire calculation must be repeated until a
minimum value of this ratio is obtained when the corresponding
mass, M, will be the minimum mass for the interval in question. Each
minimum M is marked in the tables by an asterisk.

coming

;

—

This process

carried out for each interval beginning with the

is

first.

It

should be noticed that, although

P and

the density are not really

constant in any interval, the result obtained by taking the

mean

of the

quantities must nevertheless give results close to the truth, owing
to the fact that

P

increases during the ascent, whereas the density

decreases.

EXPLANATION OF TABLES V AND VI
It should first be explained why no minimum M has been calculated
for the intervals

s^

and

Sg.

Although the minima for the preceding

intervals are clearly defined, a trial will

occur, for
for
Vi

S-,

s^

and

Sg,

a secondary

= 30,000

interval,

show

that a

minimum

only for extremely high velocities, v^

;

M can

although

minimum occurs for Vi = 8,000 ft./sec. Even for
minimum has not yet been attained for this

ft./sec. the

although the acceleration required to produce

this velocity
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is

6,000

The reason

ft. /sec.'-.

for this state of affairs

once from the fact that the density

and

from the

also

R

containing

ratio,

fact that a occurs in the

in ec[uation (6),

so'

——

is

43
is

evident at

verv small for

s-,

denominator of the term

that the large acceleration counter-

balances the increase in R.
initial mass for s- shall be a minimum, the
must become very large, with consequent severe strains
the rocket apparatus and instruments carried by the rocket, to

Thus, in order that the
acceleration
in

say nothing of the difficulty of firing with sufficient rapidity to

produce such large accelerations.
It thus becomes advisable to
choose a moderate acceleration in s^ and Sg, and not to assign a
velocity, v^, as was done in the preceding intervals.
Two accelerations are chosen: 50 ft./sec.^

interval

Sg,

and 150

ft. /sec.-,

respectively.

The

also calculated for assigned accelerations, will be ex-

plained in detail below.

In

all

cases,

when

either one

of these

mentioned in connection with Sg and Sg, this acceleration will be understood as having been taken also in the preceding
intervals, beyond Sg.

accelerations

is

In order to see

a

how

far the effective velocity,

c(i— k) may

fall

and still not render the rocket impracticable,
are calculated.
few additional columns for

short of 7,000

ft. /sec.

M

In the

of the additional columns. Mo, the effective velocity

first

is

taken as 3,500 ft. /sec, namely, half that of the preceding calculations. This allows of considerable inefficiency of the apparatus, in a

number

of ways.

For example, the product

c(i-k) =3.500,

may

be given by the same proportionality,

k,

as before, but with

a velocity of ejection of the gases as low as 3,750 ft./sec. On the
other hand, the velocity of ejection may be as large as before {i. e.,

7,500 ft./sec); and the proportionality, k, increased to 0.533;
meaning, of course, that the rocket now consists more of mechanism
than of propellant.

The second

additional calculations, ^Ir^, are carried out under

the assumption that a reloading

mechanism

is

used, with k as in the

original calculations (k=Y^g-), but that the velocity of expulsion of

the gases
rockets,

is

the

mean found by experiment

namely 1029.25

ft./sec.

for the Coston ship

In this case the effective velocity

c(i— k) = 1029.25(1— y\) =960

ft./sec

is

;
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Mr^, are carried out for the case
up of Coston rockets in bundles (shown in section
in fig. 22), the lowest bundle of which is fired first and then released
after which the bundle above is fired and then released, and so on.
For the Coston ship rocket (having a range of a quarter of a mile,
third additional calculations,

of a rocket built

with the charge of red

fire

removed, as already stated) the ratio of the

powder charge to the remaining mass of the rocket is found
closely ^. Hence the " efifective velocity " in this case is only

c(i-k)= 1029.25(1 -I) =257.3

to be

ft/sec.

The M's in the last two cases are calculated only for the acceleramake M minima for the first case (effective velocity, 7,500
ft./sec). Hence in these cases, the M's are not minima, although
only in the last two cases is there probably much discrepancy from the
tions that

actual minima.

The

any

cross-section, throughout

inch except for interval
is justifiable,

It will

Sg.

as the largest

mass

interval,

is

taken as one square

be seen from the table that this

in intervals s^ to Sg does not dififer

much from one pound.

CALCULATION OF MINIMUM MASS TO RAISE ONE POUND TO
VARIOUS ALTITUDES IN THE ATMOSPHERE
" total initial

The

sea-level to the
table

Vn. They

masses " required to raise one pound from

upper end of intervals

Sg,

and

s^

Sg

are given in

are obtained by multiplying together the

masses (marked by stars in table V), from

s^

up

to

minimum

and including the

interval in -question, and represent, as already explained, the mass in
pounds of a rocket which, starting at sea-level, would become reduced to one pound at the altitude given.

The

highest altitude attained by the one

pound mass

however, the upper end of the interval in question, but

is

not,

a very

This, of course, follows from the

considerable distance higher.
fact that the

is

one pound reaches the upper end of each interval with

a considerable velocity, and will continue to rise after propulsion has
ceased until this velocity

is

reduced to zero, by gravity and air

resistance.
If we call Vn the velocity with which the pound mass reaches the
upper end of the particular interval where propulsion ceases, h the

distance beyond which the one
still

pound

being one square inch), and p the
4

will rise

mean

(the cross-section

air resistance in

poundals

>

.
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over the distance h,

we have by

the Principle of

2(Sf

The

and Energy,

2

-.T

h=

Work
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+ p)'

values of p are small, owing to small atmospheric density, being
h beyond Sg 0.28 beyond s. (a = 5o) and

1.59 poundals for the

0.465 beyond

(a=

s-

150)

;

.

For

Sg

;

the low density

makes

this quantity

negligible.

The

by adding to the interval the corresponding
Greatest altitude attained " in table VII.

altitudes obtained

h, are called the "

" total initial
if the start is made at a high elevation, the
" required to reach a given height will be less than for a start

Obviously

mass

at sea-level, due not only to the fact that the apparatus is not raised
through so great a height, but also to the fact that the denser part
of the atmosphere is avoided. Table VI gives minimum masses, M,
calculated for a start with zero velocity from the beginning of interval
(/'.

s,

e.,

15,000

ft.),

the effective velocity being 7,000

ft. /sec.

as in

V.

table

happens that the velocity v^ for minimum

It

of table

The

VI

is

M

in the interval Sg

the same as the v^ for the same interval in table

calculations that have been

made

for the intervals beyond

\'

Sg

apply therefore to the present case, and the only difference between
the

two cases

is

that the masses required to reach

s- will

for the start at sea-level, than for the start at 15,000

be greater,

ft.

The calculations, beginning at 15,000 ft. have been carried out in
VII for all but the low^est " effective velocity " and it will be

table

;

observed that the start from a high elevation becomes important onlv
for the lower " effective velocities."

The most striking as well as the most important conclusion to be
drawn from table VII is the small " total initial mass " required to
"
raise one pound to very great altitudes when the " effective velocity
is 7,000 ft. /sec, the mass for the height of 437 miles (2,310,000 ft.)
for example, being but 12.33 lbs., starting from sea-level. Even for
an " effective velocity " of 3,500

ft. /sec,

inefficiency in the rocket apparatus, the
to

which allows of considerable
mass is sufficiently moderate

render the method perfectly practicable, for in this case an altitude

of over 230 miles from sea-level, practically the limit of the earth's

atmosphere, requires under 90

lbs.'"; and an altitude of 118 miles,
under the geocoronium sphere, only 38 lbs. For a start at
15,000 ft., the masses are of course, less, namely 49.3 lbs. and

close

20.9

lbs.,

respectively."
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difference between the total initial masses required

compared with those for high, may at
appear surprising but they should be expected from the
exponential nature of equations (6) and (7). Thus if the " effective
for low-efficiency rockets,
first

velocity "

;

is

reduced from 7,000

ft./sec. to half this value, the

mini-

FiG. 7,

mum masses

for each interval, neglecting air resistance, will be those

for 7,000 ft./sec. squared; and including air resistance,

still

Similarly for an effective velocity of 960 ft./sec. which

is

greater.

that for

reloading rockets having the same velocity of ejection as Coston ship
rockets, the

minimum masses

will

be those for 7,000

ft./sec. raised

METHOD OF REACHING EXTREME ALTITUDES
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power

to the /'.28th

shown

in figure

and for bundles or groups of ship rockets, as

;

minimum masses will be
Even when

the

7,

49

those for 7,000

ft./sec, raised to the By.Bth power.

air resistance is

entirely neglected in the calculations for the last case, the

masses are

same magnitude, as shown in table VII. The large
values of the masses Mri and Mr2 simply express the impossibility
of

much

the

of employing rockets of low efficiency.
the particular case under

Mr2

Attention

may be

which one pound

in fig. 7) in

feet (232 miles)

;

is raised to the altitude of 1,228,000
"
the
total initial mass " in this case, even neglect-

ing air resistance entirely,

is

2.89

X

10^^ lbs., or

over sixfold greater

than the entire mass of the earth.
These large numbers, to be sure, agree with one's
as to the probable initial
altitudes

;

called to

(the groups of ship rockets indicated

mass of a rocket designed

but the comparatively small

first

impression

to reach

extreme

masses, possible with

initial

high efficiency, are not intuitively evident until one realizes what an

enormous reduction is involved
the 27th root of a number.
It

should be observed that the apparatus

pound.

Strictly speaking,

if

anything as large as

in extracting

is

taken as weighing one

the recording instruments have a mass

of one pound, the entire final mass of the apparatus

The mass

three or four pounds.

be considered as being very small, yet
could, of course, be

The

than this."
to

is

many

at least

may

valuable researches

performed with an apparatus weighing no more

entire final apparatus should

weigh not over 3 or 4

apparatus

must be

for the recording instruments

lbs. at

if

possible be designed

most, unless the efficiency of the

so high that the " effective velocity," c(i

— k),

is

at least

neighborhood of 7,000 ft./sec. An examination of table VII
makes very evident the necessity of securing maximum effectiveness
in the

of the apparatus before a rocket for such a purpose as meteorological
tvork, for example, is constructed; in order to

inexpensive as possible.
" total initial
tion as the

It

make

the

method as

should be remarked, however, that the

mass " will really not be increased in as large a propormass if the latter is made greater than one pound by

-final

virtue of equation (2).

Before proceeding further

it

will be well to consider carefully the

question of air resistance as dependent upon the cross-section of the
rocket during flight.

It

has already been assumed that the cross-

section, in the calculation of the

one square inch.

If

we make

minimum

M

for each interval,

the apparatus as long, narrow,

was
and

compact, as possible, the assumption of a cross-section of one square
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pound will not be unreasonable.
show that, for " effective velocities
of 7,000 ft./sec. and 3,500 ft./sec, the mass at the beginning of any
interval (except s^) does not greatly exceed one pound
the mass at
the end of each interval being one pound
so that the computations
are in agreement with this assumption of area of cross-section. For
the two cases of the adapted Coston rockets, the masses at the
inch for an apparatus weighing one

A glance at tables Y and VI

"'

will

—

—

much larger and hence we see that
the " total initial masses " in table VII, large as they are, would have
beginning of the intervals are
been even larger

if

The important

;

a proper value of cross-section had been employed.
point

is,

however, that cross-sectional areas of

The reason
when one remembers that in calculating the " total
when we multiply minimum masses, jM, to'gether we

even less than one square inch should have been used.
for this

is

obvious

initial masses,''

are also multiplying the cross-sections in the

we

words,

same

ratio.

In other

are considering numbers of rockets, each of one square

inch cross-section, grouped together side by side, into a bundle.

such an arrangement would have
its

mass and not

to the f d

its

power of

its

But

cross-section proportional to

mass, as would be the case

the shape of the rocket apparatus ivere at

all

if

times similar to the

shape at the start (as in the ideal rocket, fig. i). This constant
similarity of shape is, as we have seen (equation 2), one of the condi"
tions for a minimum initial mass. Hence the " total initial masses
that have been calculated are really larger than the true minima,

which would be obtained only by repeating the calculations, assuming
a smaller cross-section except in the last few intervals, in which the
rocket has become so small that the condition of one-square-inch-per-

pound

is

approximately

satisfied.

Before leaving the subject of air resistance, attention should be

V) do not exceed that for
been studied by Mallock until in s^, for

called to the fact that the velocities (table

which

a=i50

air resistance has
ft./sec.^,

and

the velocities do not

become almost

in

Sg,

for a

= 50

become much

ft./sec.-;

and furthermore, that
have

in excess until the densities

negligible.

CHECK ON APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATION

A

simple calculation, involving only the most elementary formulae

instead of equations (6) and (7) will show that the "total initial
masses " in table VII cannot be far from the truth.

Consider, for simplicity, a rocket of the form shown
and suppose that one-third of the mass of the rocket is

in figure
fired

i,

down-

—
1
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ward, with a velocity of 7,000
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ft./sec. at the first shot

the remaining mass, at the second shot

and so

;

;

5

one-third of

on, for successive

From' the principle of the Conservation of Momentum it will
is given an additional upward

shots.

be evident that the mass that remains

velocity of 3,500 ft./sec. after each shot.

Thus, after the fourth shot, the mass that remains
tically ^, of the initial

velocity

is

mass, and the velocity

sufficient, if

we

is

^f, or prac-

is

This

14,000 ft./sec.

neglect air resistance, to raise the part of

the rocket that remains to an altitude of

^80 miles (by the familiar
Although the range would be much reduced if
air resistance were considered, it should nevertheless be remembered
that the values in table VII are calculated for the condition under
which air resistance is a minimum.
relation. v-

= 2gh).

The above simple

case

is

not realizable in practice because of the

mass of propellant for each shot compared with the total mass
provision is not made for the mass of the chamber. The result

large
i.

e.,

will

be the same, however,

if

smaller charges are fired in rapid suc-

from a calculation similar to the above,
Appendix E, page 63, under the assumption

cession, as will be evident

which

is

carried out in

of smaller charges for successive shots.

RECOVERY OF APPARATUS ON RETURN

A

point of considerable practical importance

finding the apparatus on

both of which depend in a

is

the question of

and of following it during flight,
large measure upon the time of flight.

its

return,

Concerning the times of ascent, table VII shows that these are
remarkably short.
in less

For example

a height of over

than 6^ minutes (s^; a = 50).

230 miles

The reason

is,

is

reached

of co'urse, that

the rocket under present discussion possesses the advantage of the
bullet in attaining a high velocity, with the

ing gradually from

rest.

conditio'ns for extremely rapid transit

with the

maximum

The

fulfills

—namely,

acceleration possible,

tion, in direction, at the

added advantage of

In fact, the motion

start-

closely the ideal

starting

and reversing

from

rest

this accelera-

middle of the journey.

short time of ascent and descent

is,

of course, highly advan-

tageous as regards following the apparatus during ascent, and

on landing. The path can be followed, by day, by the
ejection of smoke at intervals, and at night by flashes. Any distinc-

recovering

it

tive feature, as for

example, a long black streamer, could assist in

rendering: the instruments visible on the return.

;
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of course, be necessary to check the velocity of

the returning instruments.

It

might not appear,

at first sight, that a

parachute would be operative at a velocity of 10,000 ft./sec. or more
but it should be remembered that this velocity will occur in air of
very small density, so that the pressure, or force per unit area of the
parachute, would not be excessive, notwithstanding the high velocity

The magnitudes

of the apparatus.
course, be

R

in tables

much

V

larger than

of the air resistance will, of

would be indicated from the values of

and VI, from the

fact that, for

much

chute, the cross-section will be

motion with the para-

larger in proportion to the mass

of the rocket than for the cases presented in these tables.
If the parachute is so large that the velocity will be decreased

greatly

when

the denser air

reached, the descent will be so slow

is

that finding of the apparatus will not be so easy as

with a more rapid descent.
de!vice

must be

lost

For

automatically

air of a certain density

;

would be the case

this reason, part of the

when

parachute

the apparatus has fallen into

or else the parachute must be small enough

to facilitate a rapid descent, with additional parachute devices ren-

dered operative as the rocket nears the ground.

Such devices are

not described in the present paper, but can be of simple and light
construction.

The

effectiveness of a parachute of even moderate size, ©"perating

small, may be demonstrated by the
Suppose that an apparatus weighing
one pound and having a parachute of one square foot area descends
from the altitude, 1,228,000 ft. (over 200 miles), and does not encounter any atmospheric resistance until it is level with the upper
limit of Sq (125,000 ft.). This condition will not, of course, be that
which would actually obtain in practice, for a continually increasing
in

a region where the density

is

following concrete example.

resistance will be experienced as the apparatus descends

;

but

if

a

braking action can be shown to exist in the present example,
the parachute device will a fortiori be satisfactory in practice.
The velocity acquired by the apparatus in falling freely under the
sufficient

influence of gravity between the

two

levels is

V64X 1,103,000=8,400 ft./sec.
Now

the air resistance in poundals per square inch of section at

atmospheric pressure for this velocity
formula,

360x32 poundals

is,

from the

plot of Mallock's

per square inch, making the value of

for the area of the parachute

R= 1,653,000

poundals/in.-

R
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But the actual resistance is R, multiplied by the relative density at
125,000 ft. which is approximately o.oi, giving for the resistance,

F= 16,530

poundals/in.^

A retarding acceleration must therefore act upon the apparatus,

of

amount given by
"p

a=
Hence

it is

= 16,530

j^

ft./sec.^

safe to say that, long before the apparatus had fallen to

the 125,000

ft. level,

maintained

at,

parachute.

This case,

the velocity

would have been reduced

to,

and

a safe value, with the employment of even a small
it

should be noticed,

entirely different

is

from

under discussion falls
from rest, at the highest point reached, whereas the meteor enters
the earth's atmosphere with an enormous initial velocity.
If it is considered desirable, for any reason, to dispense with a

that of a falling meteor

;

in that the apparatus

sufficiently large parachute, the retarding of the

apparatus

accomplished to any degree by having the rocket consist, at

its

may

be

highest

point of flight, not merely of instruments plus parachute, but of

instruments together with a chamber, and considerable propellant

Then, after the rocket has descended

material.
let

us say, to the upper limit of

ejected,

so that the velocity

is

which the

there

is little

effective velocity,

mass

"

larger,

as, say,

c(i— k),

— k) =3,500,

satisfactory as the parachute
is

level,

can be

is

5,000

ft.

For the cases

as large as 7,000

ft. /sec.

But
method can hardly be as
for if the " final " mass to be

inconvenience in increasing the mass in this way.

for the case in which c(i

elevated

some lower

considerably checked before the

apparatus reaches as low an altitude
in

to

this propellant material

Sg,

made

a

number

method

;

this

of pounds, let us say n, the " total initial

(which is large even for one pound final mass) will be n fold
and the apparatus correspondingly more expensive.

APPLICATIONS TO DAILY OBSERVATIONS
Before leaving the subject of the attainment of high altitudes
within the earth's atmosphere, it will be well to mention briefly
another application of the method herein discussed: namely, to the
sending daily of small recording instruments to moderate altitudes,
such as

five

or six miles.

As

is

already understood, simultaneous

daily observations of the vertical gradients of pressure, temperature,

and wind

velocity, at a large

number

of great value in weather forecasting.

of stations would doubtless be

The method

herein described
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evidently well suited for such a purpose, in that the time of rise

and fall would be short, so that the apparatus could easily be found
on the return. Thus the expense wo*uld be slight, being simply that
of a fresh magazine of cartridges for each day.

For

this

work, as well as for that previously described, the head of

the rocket should be prevented
scope, such as

is

from

rotating, by

means of a gyro-

explained in United States Patent, No. 1,102,653.

CALCULATION OF MINIMUM MASS REQUIRED TO RAISE ONE
POUND TO AN "INFINITE" ALTITUDE
From the fact that the preceding calculation leads us to conclude
that such an

extreme altitude as 2,310,000

ft.

(over 437 miles) can be

reached by the employment of a moderate mass, provided the

effici-

becomes of

interest to speculate as to whether or not
a velocity as high as the " parabolic " velocity for the earth could be

ency

is

high,

it

attained by an apparatus of reasonably small initial mass.
Theoretically, a

mass projected from the surface of the earth with

a velocity of 6.95 miles/sec. would, neglecting air resistance, reach

an infinite time or, in short, would never
Such a projection without air resistance, is, of course, impossible.
Moreover, the mass would not reach infinity but would come
under the gravitational influence of some other heavenly body.
an

infinite distance, after

;

return.

We

may, however, consider the following conceivable case:

If a

rocket apparatus such as has here been discussed were projected to
the upper end of interval

Sg,

either with an acceleration of 50 or 150

were maintained to a suificient distance
beyond j-^, until the parabolic velocity were attained, the mass finally
remaining would certainly never return.
ft./sec.^,

If

we

and

this acceleration

designate as the upper end of

velocity of ascent

becomes the " parabolic

S9

the height at which the

" velocity,

it

will be evident

that this height will be different for the two accelerations chosen,
inasmuch as the " parabolic " velocity decreases with increasing dis-

tance from the center of the earth.
If

we

call

u = the

" parabolic " velocity at a distance

H

above the

surface of the earth,
=:the velocity acquired at the upper end of interval
Soothe height of the upper end of Sg above sea-level,

V,

we

s^,

have, taking the radius of the earth as 20,900,000 feet,

u = Vi-|-at,

H = So-(-Vit + iat2,

(11)
(12)

H
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also the equation relating " parabolic " velocity to distance

from

the center of the earth

36,700

u

On

_

/

/

20,900,000+
20,900^00+

H

.
'

\

s

^

20,900,000

putting the values of u and H, from (ii) and (12), in (13),

we have
Y'2o,90o,ooox 36,700= (vi + at)

V 21, 400,000 +

Vj^t

+ ^-at'.

(14)

Equation (14) is a biquadratic in t, from which t may easily be
obtained (by trial and error). The values of t, for the two accelerations chosen, given in table

V, enables u and the

initial

masses for

s^,

once obtained.

to be at

The

effect

of

air

resistance

in

Sj,

is

negligible,

if

we

accept

Wegener's conclusions, above mentioned, concerning" the properties
of geocoronium. But even if we use the empirical rule of a fall of
density to one-half for every 3.5 miles

we

shall find the reduction of

on passing from the upper end of Sg (500,000 ft.)
This is
to 1,000,000 ft. (beyond which the density is negligible).
shown in Appendix F, page 64.
"
The " total initial masses," to raise one pound to an " infinite
altitude, for the two accelerations chosen, are given in table VIL
velocity very small

It will

be observed that they are astonishingly small, provided the
Thus with an " effective velocity " of 7,000 ft./sec,

efficiency is high.

and an acceleration of 150 ft./sec.^, the " total initial mass," starting
at sea-level is 602 lbs., and starting from 15,000 ft. is 438 lbs." The
mass required increases enormously with decreasing efficiency, for,
with but half of the former " effective velocity " (3,500 ft./sec.) the
" total initial mass," even for a start irdm 15,000 ft., is
351,000 lbs.
The masses would obviously be slightly less if the acceleration
exceeded 150 ft./sec.^
It is of interest to speculate upon the possibility of proving that
such extreme altitudes had been reached even if they actually were
attained. In general, the proving would be a difficult matter. Thus,
even if a mass of flash powder, arranged to be ignited automatically
after a long interval of time, were projected vertically upward, the
light would at best be very faint, and it would be difficult to foretell,
even approximately, the direction in which it would be most likely to
appear.

The

only reliable procedure would be to send the smallest mass

of flash

powder

conjunction

possible to the dark surface of the moon when in
the " new " moon), in such a way that it would be

(i. e.,

1
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The

ignited on impact.

light

would then be

visible in a

VOL. 7

powerful

Further, the larger the aperture of the telescope, the

telescope.

greater would be the ease of seeing the flash, from the fact that a
telescope enhances the brightness of point sources, and dims a faint

background.

An

experiment was performed to find the minimum mass of flash
that should be visible at any particular distance. In order

powder

would obtain at
powder was placed in small

to reproduce, approximately, the conditions that

the surface of the moon, the flash
capsules, C, plate 9, figure

rubber stoppers.

The

held in glass tubes, T, closed by

i,

tubes were exhausted to a pressure of from

3 to 10 cm. of mercury, and sealed, the stoppers being painted with
wax, to preserve the vacuum. Two' shellacked wires, passing to the
powder, permitted firing of the powder by an automobile spark coil.
It was found that Victor flash powder was slightly superior to a
mixture of powdered magnesium and sodium nitrate, in atomic proportions, and much superior to a mixture of powdered magnesium,
and potassium chlorate, also in atomic proportions.

In the actual

samples of Victor flash powder, varying in

test, six

gram were placed in tubes as shown
and these tubes were fastened in blackened compartments of a box, plate 9, figure 2, and plate 10, figure i. The
ignition system was placed in the back of the same box, as shown in
plate 10, figure 2. This system comprised a spark coil, operated by
three triple cells of " Ever-ready " battery, placed two by two in
parallel. The charge was fired on closing the primary switch at the
weight from 0.05 gram

in plate 9, figure

left.

The

to 0.0029

i,

six-point switch at the right served to connect the tubes,

in order, to the high-tension side of the coil.

The

were observed at a distance of 2.24 miles on a fairly
and it was found that a mass of 0.0029 grams of Victor
powder was visible, and that 0.015 gram was strikingly visible,
flashes

clear night
flash
all

;

the observations being

mass of

flash

powder

made with

the unaided eye.

visible at this distance

is

The minimum

thus surprisingly small.

From these experiments it is seen that if this flash powder were
exploded on the surface of the moon, distant 220,000 miles, and a
telescope of one foot aperture were used

greater than the pupil of the eye

mass of

flash

(e. g.,

—the

2

mm.)

exit pupil being not

—we should need

powder of
2.67

lbs.,

to be just visible,

13.82 lbs. or

/^j.y,

and

to be strikingly visible.

a
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powder and its container, to be four times
powder alone, we should have, for the ^nal

plus the mass of the flash

the mass of the flash

mass of the

rocket, four times the above masses. These final masses
correspond to the " one pound final mass " which has been mentioned

throughout the calculations.

The

" total initial masses," or the

masses necessary for the

start

at the earth, are at

once obtained from the data given in table VII.

Thus

made from sea-level, and the " effective velocity
we need 602 lbs. for every pound that

if

the start

is

of ejection " is 7,000 ft./sec,
^
is to be sent to " infinity."

We

arrive, then, at the conclusion that the " total initial

masses

"

necessary would be

A

6,436

lbs.

33,278

lbs.

or 3.21 tons

;

flash just visible,

or 16.63 tons (or less)

and

flash strikingly visible.

;

" total initial

mass " of 8 or 10 tons would, without doubt, raise
sufficient flash powder for clear visibility.''^
These masses could, of course, be much reduced by the employment of a larger telescope. For example, with an aperture of two
feet, the masses would be reduced to one-fourth of those just given.

The use

of such a large telescope would, however, limit considerably

the possible

number

of observers.

In

all cases,

should be so low that the entire lunar disk

is

the magnification

in the field of the

telescope.
It

should be added that the probability of collision of a small

object with meteors of the visible type

Appendix G, page

is

negligible, as

is

indicated in

64.

This plan of sending a mass of flash powder to the surface of the
moon, although a matter of much general interest, is not of obvious
scientific importance.
There are, however, developments of the
general method under discussion, zvhich involve a number of important features not herein mentioned, which could lead to results of
much scientific interest. These developments involve many experimental difficulties, to be sure but they depend upon nothing that is
;

really impossible.

^

A

simple calculation

^°

will

show

that the total initial

send one pound to the surface of the
required to send the mass to " infinity."

moon

is

mass required

to

but slightly less than that
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SUMMARY
1.

An

important part of the atmosphere, that extends for

many

miles beyond the reach of sounding balloons, has up to the present

time been considered inaccessible.

Data of great value

in

meteor-

ology and in solar physics could be obtained by recording instruments
sent into this region.
2.

The

rocket, in principle,

is

ideally suited for reaching high alti-

and does not depend
upon the presence of air for propulsion. A new form* of rocket
apparatus, which embodies a number of improvements over the

tudes, in that

common
3.

A

it

form,

carries apparatus without jar,

is

described in the present paper.

theoretical treatment of the rocket principle

shows

that, if

the velocity of expulsion of the gases were considerably increased

and the

ratio of propellant material to the entire rocket

increased, a tremendous increase in range

would

result,

were also
from the

two quantities enter exponentially in the expression
mass of the rocket necessary to raise a given mass to a

fact that these

for the initial

given height.

Experiments with ordinary rockets show that the efficiency of
is of the order of 2 per cent, and the velocity of ejection
of the gases, 1,000 ft. /sec. For small rockets the values are slightly
4.

such rockets

less.

With

a special type of steel chamber and nozzle, an efficiency has

been obtained with smokeless powder of over 64 per cent (higher
than that of any heat engine ever before tested)
nearly 8,000

ft. /sec,

any way except

which

is

;

and a velocity of

the highest velocity so far obtained in

in electrical discharge

work.

Experiments were repeated with the same chambers in vacuo,
which demonstrated that the high velocity of the ejected gases was
a real velocity and not merely an effect of reaction against the air.
In fact, experiments performed at pressures such as probably exist
at an altitude of 30 miles gave velocities even higher than those
5.

obtained in air at atmospheric pressure, the increase in velocity probably being due to a difference in ignition.

Results of the experiments

indicate also that this velocity could be exceeded, with a modified

form of apparatus.
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Experiments with a large chamber demonstrated that not only

are large chambers operative, but that the velocities and efficiencies
are higher than for small chambers.
7.

A

calculation based

upon the theory, involving data that is
in part what is considered
indicates that the initial mass required to

by experiments, and

in part that obtained

as realizable in practice,

raise recording instruments of the order of one pound, even to the
extreme upper atmosphere, is moderate. The initial mass necessary
is likewise not excessive, even if the effective velocity is reduced by
half.
Calculations show, however, that any apparatus in which

ordinary rockets are used would be impracticable owing to the very
large initial masses that
8.

The recovery

difficult

would be required.

of the apparatus, on

return, need not be a

its

matter, from the fact that the time of ascent even to great

altitudes in the

atmosphere

will

be comparatively short, due to the

high speed of the rocket throughout the greater part of

The time

its

course.

of descent will also be short; but free fall can be satis-

factorily prevented

by a suitable parachute.

A

parachute will be

operative for the reason that high velocities and small atmospheric
densities are essentially the

same as low

velocities

and ordinary

density.
9.

Even

if

a mass of the order of a

apparatus under

consideration until

it

pound were propelled by the
possessed sufficient velocity

mass need not be unreasonably large, for an effective velocity of ejection which is without
doubt attainable. A method is suggested whereby the passage of a
body to such an extreme altitude could be demonstrated.
to escape the earth's attraction, the

initial

CONCLUSION
Although the present paper
mo'del,

it

is

is

not the description of a working

believed, nevertheless, that the theory

herein described, together settle
questioned, and that

it

all

and experiments,

points that could seriously be

remains only to perform certain necessary

preliminary experiments before an apparatus can be constructed that
will carrv

recording instruments to anv desired

altitude.'''

:

:
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APPENDIX A
THEORY OF THE MOTION WITH DIRECT LIFT
Let

M = the mass of the suspended system, comprising the chamber
together with any parts rigidly attached thereto,

mo = the mass of the expelled charge, comprising wadding and
the attached copper wire, the smokeless powder charge
(and also, in the experiments in vacuo, the black powder
priming charge),

V = the initial upward velocity of

the

mass M,

v = the average downward velocity of the mass m^

and

We

s

= the

have

at

upward displacement
once for the

of the mass

initial velocity

of the

M.

mass M,

V^ = 2gs,
and employing the Conservation of Momentum, we have for the
kinetic energy per gram of mass mg, expelled,

M2

v2

m.

Sfs.

APPENDIX B
THEORY OF THE DISPLACExAiENTS FOR SIMPLE HARMONIC
MOTION
In addition to the notation given under Appendix A, the following
additional notation

Let

must be employed

ms=the mass
Fi = the force

of the spring,
in

dynes which produces unit extension of the

in

dynes which produces unit extension of the

spring,
m-i

= the

mass

spring,

and

s

= the upward
that

displacement of

would be had

if

M,

resulting

from the

firing,

there were no friction.

Then, allowing for the mass of the spring, we have, from the
theory of simple harmonic motion

Fx=(M+'|-)(f)'x.
where x

is

any displacement, and P

is

,

the period of the motion.

:
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V

But

V = w.s,

is

the

where

6l

maximum velocity during the motion and hence
the maximum displacement, and w is a constant,

s is

having the usual significance

;

also

P=

—

.

Hence

m,g=(M+^'
3 / s-

But by the Conservation of Linear

Momentum,

/M+^^W = moV.
Hence

gram

giving, for the kinetic energy per

of

mass expelled,

(M+^^)(m,g)

=

"^—^

-^

2m^-

2

From

this

it is

s^

possible to obtain the efficiency, by dividing by the

and also the velocity in kilometers
per second by multiplying by two, extracting the square root, and
dividing by lO^.
heat value of the powder, in ergs

;

CORRECTION OF THE DISPLACEMENT,
The

displacement,

s,

in the

the corrected displacement.

placement

s^.

s,

FOR FRICTION

preceding calculation

This

is

is

assumed

obtained from the

and the downward displacement

s,,

to be

upward

dis-

as

^=^-it
APPENDIX C
THEORY OF DIRECT-LIFT IMPULSE-METER
The theory
Calling

aluminium

I,

of the direct-lift impulse-meter
the

momentum

is

as follows

of the gas that strikes the end of the

cylinder,

mc=the mass

of the aluminium cylinder,

Vc = the initial upward velocity of the cylinder,
Ac = the area of cross-section of the cylinder,

Ag = the maximum
and

area of cross-section of the suspended system
comprising the gun, lead weight, and holders,
s=the displacement of the aluminium c)dinder, as obtained
5

I
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from the

trace on the

smoked

the Conservation of Linear

glass tube,

Momentum,

we
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have, by the principle of

for the

momentum

per unit

area produced by the gaseous rebound,

_!_

_

nicYc

Ac
Hence

the

_ mcV2gs
Ac

Ac"

momentum communicated

gaseous rebound

suspended system by the

to the

is

mcAgy2g^s
'"Ac

"

'

and calling O the ratio of the momentum given the gun by gaseous
rebound to the observed momentum of the suspended system, we
have

Q^
^

mcAgy2gs
m,jAcV

APPENDIX D
THEORY OF SPRING IMPULSE-METER
The theory of

the spring impulse-meter

as follows

is

:

If

we

use

the sartle notation as in the preceding case, calling, in addition, the

mass of the spring
the spfing, m,,

nig,

we

and the mass required for unit extension of
gun

have, by the same theory as that for the

suspended by a spring,

V.=
Hence

the

momentum

Vm7g
Vmc+^nia

per unit area, communicated to the upper

cap of the 12-inch pipe, when the chamber

_L
Ac

—

(mc + Mms)Vc
a;^^

'^

is

fired, is

_ Vmc+JnisVmjgs
"

Ac'

Hence the momentum that would be communicated

to the

suspended

system by the gaseous rebound, provided the system were at the top
of the 12-inch pipe, would be

AgVmc -l-^msVm^gs
Ac
and the percentage,
eous rebound to the

O, of the momentum communicated by the gasobserved momentum of the suspended system, is

_
Q
^

AgVmc-l-^m"sVm tg
A.m„v

I
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APPENDIX E
CHECK ON APPROXIMATE METHOD OF CALCULATION, FOR
SMALL CHARGES FIRED
Consider a rocket weighing lO
material, fired

of

velocity

two ounces

6,000

ft./sec.

IN RAPID SUCCESSION
having 2

lbs.,

lbs.

of propelling

with a

at a time, eight times per second,

—much

than

less

the

highest

velocity

attained in the experiments, either in air or in vacuo.

Let us suppose that, for simplicity, the rocket

and that each shot takes place
the truth)

;

is

upward
from

directed

instantly (a supposition not far

the velocity remaining constant between successive shots.

After the

first shot,

the mass, 9f lbs., has an upward velocity Vq
velocity of the ^ lb. expelled. This velocity,

due to the downward
Vq, is at once found by the Conservation of Momentum.
But
decreased by gravity until, at the end of ^ sec, it is reduced to

it is

the space passed over during this time being
s

= Vot-^gt2.

We have then, Vo' = 7i.8 ft./sec, and 8 = 9.23
At the beginning of the second

ft.

interval of ^ sec, an additional

given the remaining mass, of 76.8 ft./sec, and the final
and space passed over may be found in the same way. By
comnleting the calculations for the remaining intervals we shall have
for time just under ^ sec, v' = 293.1 ft./sec; s=
91.98 ft.
for time just under i sec, Yo'= 603.8 ft./sec; s= 33548 ft.
and
for time just under 2 sec, Vo'=:i284.i ft./sec; 5=1315.68 ft./sec
These figures compare well with those in table V, for s^. In the
present check, air resistance would doubtless be unimportant until the
velocity had reached 1,000 ft./sec. or so but the velocity would, even
if decreased somewhat by air resistance, compare favorably with that
of a projectile fired from a gun.

velocity

is

velocity

;

No more

elaborate calculation

is

necessary to demonstrate the

imijortance of the device, even for military purposes alone

and cheapness (no gun is required for
with a range which compares favorably with the best

comljines portability

Further,

avoided.

all

difficulties

;

for

it

firing it)
artillery.

of the nature of erosion are, of course,
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APPENDIX F
BETWEEN
RETARDATION
PROOF THAT THE
1,000,000

The

P -^

FT. IS

falling-off of velocity, w,

VOL. /I

FT.

500,000

AND

NEGLIGIBLE

due to

air resistance,

is

given by

shrr^MoWi^

Po

w^here

P = the mean

air resistance in poundals per square inch
between the altitudes 500,000 and 1,000,000 ft. from
the previously mentioned velocity curves, the pressure

being considered as atmospheric.
p = the mean density
s = the mean area of

over this distance,
cross-section of the apparatus through-

out the distance, taken as 25 square inches in view of
the average mass, Mq, throughout the
h = the distance traversed: 500,000 ft.
It is

(for

thus found that the loss of velocity

a=i50

ft./sec.)

even when

—-

is

w

is

interval,

less

than 10

and

ft./sec.

taken as constant throughout

Po

the distance and equal to that at 500,000

ft.

(i. e.,

2.73

x

lO"^).

APPENDIX G
PROBABILITY OF COLLISION WITH METEORS
The

probability of collision with meteors of " visible "

size

is

This can be shown by deriving an expression for the
probability of collision of a sphere with particles moving in directions
at random, all having constant velocity, the expression being o'btained
on the assumption that the speed of the sphere is small compared
negligible.

with the speed of the particles.
If

we

accept Newton's estimate^ of the average distance apart of

meteors as being 250 miles, we have by considering collision between
very small meteors of velocity 30 miles/sec, and a sphere one foot
in diameter of velocity

one mile/sec, moving over a distance of

220,000 miles, the probability^ as 1.23x10"**; which
practically negligible.

The value would be

is,

of course,

slightly greater if the

meteors were considered as having a diameter of several centimeters,
rather than being particles ^; but the probability would be less,
ever,

^

if

meteor swarms were avoided.

Newton, En eye.

Brit. 9 ed. v. 16.

how-
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NOTES
^"

A

step-by-step

method of solution similar

to

employed can

that herein

—other conditions remaining the

same.

estimated by the kinetic energy of the rocket

itself

evidently be used for oblique projection

^

If the efficiency

is

(from the velocity the average mass of the rocket would acquire, by virtue of
the recoil of the gases ejected with the "average velocity" measured), the
efficiencies will, of course, be less than the two values given in table I, being,
respectively, 0.39 and 0.50 per cent.
" Since this manuscript was written, rockets with a single charge, constructed along the general lines here explained, have been considerably further
developed.

" Chambers of considerably reduced weight have since been made and
For two particular
types of loading device, the ratio of weight of chamber to weight of charge

tested for velocities comparable to those here mentioned.

(here, 120) were, respectively, 63 (also 30 for this case, but at a sacrifice of

velocity)

and 22

small values.

;

the ratio, for the nozzles, being reducible to comparatively

In neither of these cases

was any

special attempt

made

to reduce

the weight of the chambers.

" Later

experiments support this prediction, and also demonstrate that
charges can take place in rapid succession.
^^
The values of c and ( i
k) here assigned, were chosen as being the largest
that could reasonably be expected. Later experiments have shown that lower
firing of the

—

more

values are

,

easily realizable, but

that no special attempt has been

values of these quantities.

should at the same time be understood
to obtain experimentally the highest

it

made

The numbers chosen may,

then, be considered as

at least possible limiting values.
It is

well to mention, in this connection, that the developments with

multiple-charge rocket have, so far, exceeded original expectations.

tlie

This

is

accord with the fact that the experimental results have, from the start, been
more favorable than were expected. Thus an efficiency of 50 per cent was at
in

first

considered the limit of what could be attained, and 4,000 to 5,000 ft/sec,
Further it was naturally not expected that the

the highest possible velocity.
velocities

obtained in vacuo would actually exceed those in air nor were
light as those at present used considered producible without con;

chambers as

siderable experimental difficulty.

^^Distribution of

mass am.ong

the secondary rockets for cases of large

—For very great altitudes,

secondary rockets will be necesorder to keep the proportion of propellant to
total weight sensibly constant. The most extreme cases will require groups of
secondary rockets, which groups are discharged in succession.
There are, under any circumstances, two possibilities either the secondaries
may be small, so that each time a secondary rocket, or group of secondaries, is
total initial mass.

sary, as already explained, in

:

discarded, the total mass
at

(a), figure 8

(b), figure

8,

in

;

is

not appreciably changed, as indicated schematically

or a series of as large secondaries as possible

may

be used,

which case the empty casings constitute a considerable frac-

tion of the entire weight at the time the discarding takes place.
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In so far as avoiding difficulties of construction are concerned, the use of a
number of larger secondaries is preferable, but they should be long

smaller

as otherwise the air "resistance on the nearly empty casings will
be greater for the same weight of propellant than would be the case if groups
of small secondaries, case (a), were used, in as compact an arrangement as

and narrow,

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8.

It should be explained, also, that if very small secondaries were
possible.
employed, the metal of the magazines and casings would become a consider-

able fraction of the entire weight, as the
])ropellant

Possibility of employing case (b).
possibility

amount

of surface enclosing the

would then be a maximum.
of

using

a

—A

comparatively

rough calculation shows
small

number

of

largo

at

once the

secondaries
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of course, to be expected from dimensional conany individual rocket, the less, in proportion, need
be the ratio of weight of metal to weight of propellant.
Such a calculation can be made by finding the number of secondary rockets,
for case (b), that would be required for the same total initial mass, other
conditions being the same, as for continuous loss of mass with zero relative
velocity, which is practically case (a).
For the latter, equation (7), in which R and g are neglected, is evidently
sufficient for the purpose, for the reason that the form of the expression, so
far as (i-k) is concerned, is the same whether or not R and g is included.
Let us now find what conditions must hold for case (b), in order that the
total initial mass shall equal that for case (a). Assume, first, that the casings
are discarded successively at the end of n equal intervals of time, no mass
(or groups), provided, as

is,

siderations, that the larger

being discarded except at these times
as before.

The

the velocity of gas ejection being

;

c,

mass is obtained as the product of the initial
from equation (7) with k=io, assuming the final

total initial

masses for each interval,
mass for each interval is, as before, i lb., after first multiplying the initial
masses by a greater factor than unity, the excess over unity being the weight h,
of the casings which are discarded at the end of the intervals.
If, in case (a), we divide the time into n equal intervals in the same way,
we shall have, as the condition that the total initial masses are the same in the
two cases.
a(t/n)n

a(t/n)n

M = e'=^'~''- =(i+h)ne
We

obtain, then, on

"

.

(15)

combining (15) with (7),

Mk=

+h)n,

(I

from which
log

,

M

(16)

log(i+h)

Let us assume, for case (a) (many small secondary rockets), as well as for
(large secondary rockets), that the ratio of mass of metal to mass

case (b)
.of

propellant

may

is

the

minimum

be put tentatively, at

Two
is

1/14 and 1/18, respectively.

cases will suffice for purpose of illustration

initial to final

ratio

reasonable amount that can be expected, which

least, as

mass

extreme,

is

e. g.,

moderately large,

e. g..

40,

one in which the ratio of
and the other in which the
:

600.

The numbers of secondaries (or separate groups) for (b), for these two
cases, are, from (16), 5 and 9 respectively, n being necessarily an integer.
It is to be understood that the numbers could be made even smaller, although
this
''

would necessitate larger total initial masses.
were made at a greater elevation than

If the start

15,000 feet, for example,

at 20,000 or 25,000 feet, the reduction of the " total initial

course, be considerably greater.

small mass,

it

Further,

if

the rocket

could be raised to an even greater

*^

Actually, 300

^^

Attention

grams would be

sufficient,

for

initial

many

mass " would, of
were of comparatively
height by balloons.

researches.

hydrogen and oxygen, coml^ning in
atomic proportions, afford the greatest heat per unit mass of all chemical
transformations.
For this reason, if the calculations are made under the
is

called to the fact that
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assumption that hydrogen and oxygen are used (in the liquid or solid state, to
avoid weight of the container), giving the same efficiency as that for which
" Infallible " smokeless powder produces respective velocities of, for example,
5,500 ft./sec. and 7,500 ft./sec, the velocities (deducting 218.47 calories per

gram

from boiling point

as the latent heat plus specific heat,

to ordinary

tem-

perature) would be 9,400 ft./sec. and 11,900 ft./sec; and the total initial masses
for a start from 15,000 feet, respectively, 119 pounds and 43.5 pounds.
Incidentally, except for difficulties of application, the use of hydrogen and
oxygen would have several other evident advantages.
""This calculation is made under the assumption of stationary centers for
the earth and moon.

^ The time of transit for the case under discussion would, of course, be
comparatively large. If, however, the final velocity were to exceed by 1,000 or
2,000 ft./sec. the velocity calculated, the time would be reduced to a day or two.

The time can be
Accademia

calculated

from the

solution,

by Plana (Memoire

della Reale

della Scienze di Torino, Ser. 2, vol. 20, 1863, pp. 1-S6), of the

analogous problem of the determination of the initial velocity and time of
transit of a body, such as a volcanic rock, projected from the moon toward
the earth.

At the time of signing of the armistice, the net result of the development
mechanism had been the demonstration of an operative apparatus that was simple and travelled straight, with the essential parts suffi^^

of a reloading
ciently strong

and

light,

using a few cartridges of simple form.

The work remaining, upon which progress has

since been made, has been

the adaption of the device for a large proportionate weight of propellant.
^^
The probable number of collisions here calculated is the sum of the
probable numbers obtained by taking the velocity of the spherical body, and of

the meteors, separately equal to zero.

Let V

= velocity of the spherical body,

V = velocity
n

= the

of the meteors,
unit volume, which number is, of
(mutual collisions between meteors being

number of meteors per

course,

a fraction

neglected), and

= the area of cross-section of the spherical body.
any, which strike the sphere
the meteors,
V^
S

For
t

if

o,

to t-f- dt will have

come from a

spherical shell of radii

during the time

Vt and V(t-1-

dt),

neglecting the diameter of the spherical body in comparison with that of the
spherical shell.
shell,

Further, the probable

which are so directed as

number

to strike the body,

S
47rV=t-

in

any small volume,

in this

is

.

'

being the ratio of the solid angle subtended at the element, by the spherical
body, to the whole solid angle, 47r. Hence the probable number of collisions,
N, from all directions, between the time ti and tz is, evidently,

N = nSV(t2 — ti).
For V=:o, an expression of the same form is obtained for the probable
number of meteors within the space swept out by the spherical body.
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The sum

of these separate probable numbers

is

the

number

69
1.23

X

lo'",

in

Appendix G.
In general, for any values of v and V, the meteors reaching the spherical
at successive instants come from a spherical surface of increasing radius,

body

with moving center distant vt

Vt,

in

front of the initial position of the

spherical body.
it

should be explained that

velocity of the

on

this

is

to

is

differs but little

from V, the

relative

small enough to be neglected, for meteors

expanding spherical surface lying outside a certain cone, the vertex

of which coincides with the
Also,

when v

body and meteors

if

moving center of the

spherical body.

v exceeds V, the only part of the expanding spherical surface which

be considered

is

that lying outside the contact circle of the tangent cone,

the vertex of which also coincides with the

moving center of the

spherical

body.

meteor swarms were not avoided,
would be reduced if the direction of motion
were substantially that of the swarm.
^ No difference in the calculation would be necessary if the radius of the
sphere were to be increased by the diameter of the meteors, these being then
Attention

the probable

is

called to the fact that, even if

number of

considered as particles.

collisions
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